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Obama pushing banking execs on protection agency

MSU receives
outstanding
PRAXIS test
results
ay Marston Besedt
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY, Ky. - Reports
from the Educational Testing
Service (ETS) indicate that all
University's
Murray State
pathology
weech-language
graduate students passed the
required PRAXIS exam in the
most recent testing penod.
Thr speech-language pathology program is accredited by the
Academic
of
Council
Accreditation (CAA). A requirement of the council is that all
master's degree students in the
program must pass the PRAXIS
e.5:51.11. The 15;1.7,5f.e of the V....11
is for students to demonstrate
that they have met the academic
standards of graduate knowledge required by the curriculum.
For the university to remain
accredited, a 70 percent pass
rate must be maintained. The
average pa.ss !ate of previous
years hovers around 90 percent.
Students tested in this term not
only helped the university hold
its accreditation, but raised the
pass standards to 10() percent
"1 think part of the students'
success is due to the clinical
practicum experience they
receive while here at the university," said Dr. Pearl A. Payne,
professor and chair of the
department of wellness and ther-

By PHILIP ELLIOTT
and DANIEL WAGNER
Ass(v.T•ateC Press Writers
ASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack °barna
is asking bank executives
to support his efforts to tighten the
financial industry, while bankers
are prepared to tell the president he
should stop oversimplifying their
concerns if he wants good-faith collaboration.
An hourlong meeting between the

W

°barna
Puo-holg

bands
erecutives

president and the nation's top financial firms was shaping up to be a
tense White House encounter on
Monday, not least because of
Obama's description of bankers on
the eve of the talks as "fat cats."
officials
Administration
described the meeting as a continuation of discussions the president
initiated early in his tenure and the
latest push for lenders to take
greater responsibility as the nation
combats an economic crisis that

began on Wall Street.
Specifically: Wall Street should
fall in line with Obama and back a
proposal for a consumer protection
agency. that cleared the House last
week.
"1 did riot run for office to be
helping out a bunch of fat cat
bankers on Wall Street," °barna
told CBS's "60 Minutes" in an
interview that broadcast Sunday.
officials
Financial industry
braced for Obama's toug,h tone.

They planned to press a conciliato-,
ry message and highlight areas'.
w.here they agree with the adrninis-:
tration while smoothing over their
differences.
But the executives also planned to
stand up to the president on issues
where they feel his statements oversimplify their positions — particularly the creation of the Consumer
Financial Protection Agency —

IN See Page 2A

Lawmakers
may review
scholarship
program

11 See Page 2A
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WEATHER

Lining Up
moming before Murray State University's
Graduates line up in the halls of the Regionvi Special Events Center Saturday
it was reported.
graduation,
for
candidates
823
were
There
December commencement ceremony.
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Several local cases in court today

Day Forecast
By The Asauchisd Press
Monday.. Mostly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of light rain
or dnzzle. Highs in the upper
50s. Southwest winds 10 to 15
mph.
night..Cloudy.
Monday
Patchy drizzle in the evening.
Lows in the mid 30s. West
winds 10 to 15 mph in the
evening shifting to the northwest after midnight.
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy in
the morning then clearing.
Highs in the upper 30s. North
winds 10 to 15 mph
Tuesday night .Clear Lows
around 20. North winds 5 to 10
mph.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Seven Calloway County defendants
charged with crimes ranging from murder
to complicity. to murder to possession of
drugs and child pornography to having
sex with a minor were scheduled to
appear in Calloway County Circuit Court
this morning.
Four Calloway County residents
accused of murder and complicity to mur-

der in connection to the death of Carl 1604 Main Street; Tiffany' Adams, 18, of
Douglas McGowan were scheduled to the same address; and Jessica Johnson,
appear for a status hearing in Calloway 19, of Columbus Lane.
Adams has also pleaded innocent to a
County Circuit Court today.
Michael S. Lynch, 28, of 1300 Poplar charge of tampering with physical eviSt., wa.s indicted by the grand jury in dence - a Class D felony - for allegedly
October for murder in McGowan's death trying to retrieve a cell phone that he
in the early morning hours of October 10. believed may be used as evidence against
He has pleaded not guilty to the charge. him, according to a copy of the indictment
Also pleading not guilty on indicunents
2A
for complicity are Timothy Adams, 29, of •See Page

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A
popular scholarship program
funded mainly by Kentucky
Lottery proceeds may be
reviewed during the upcoming General Assembly session, but
education leaders and key lawrr.akers say wholesale changes
arc unlikely.
The Kentucky Educational
Excellence Scholarship program
provides scholarship money to
high school students who meet
certain academic standards,
such as a 2.5 grade-point average and an ACT score of at least
15. Only students attending colleges in Kentucky and a select
fe w out-of-state schools receive
the scholarships.
'The Acr standard probably
increased,"
be
should
Democratic Rep Carl Rollins of
Midway, the House Education
Committee chairman, told the
Lexington Herald-Leader for a
Sunday story.
The amount a student receives
depends on grade-point average
and bonus amounts on ACT
scores. The amounts range from
a student with a 2.5 GPA earning
$125 per year in college to a 4.0
student who scores a 28 or
above on the ACT collecting
1.0(X) for each year enrolled,
the newspaper reported.
Robert L. King, president of
the Kentucky Council on
Postsecondary Education, said

RI See Page 2A

Medicare buy-in plan
finds Senate resistance
onto the back
By CALVIN WOODWARD
of this horse or
Associated Press Writer
we're going to
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
the
break
plan to let people as young as
horse's back
55 buy into Medicare, heraldand get nothed as a breakthrough in the
ing done."
Senate's health care debate,
Government
Sunday
resistance
ran into
accountants
from lawmakers who can
poring
are
make 01 hreak Democrats 114cCorinell
over the latest
nation's
efforts to reshape the
compromise
heoth insurance system
proposals to see how tnuch
Joe
Sen.
Independent
they would cost, and some
Lieberman of Connecticut lawmakers are reserving judgdeclared the early Medicare ment until that plays out this
buy-in a bad deal for taxpayers week. Democratic Sen. Claire
and the deficit. He pleaded McCaskill of Missouri said
with Democrats to start sub- she would "absolutely." vote
tracting expensive proposals
from the overhaul, saying,
Page 2A
"We don't need to keep adding •See
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Buchanan in the
FIRST SANTA VISIT: Sara Buchanan hands over 7-month-old Connor
With Santa.
Breakfast
annual
club's
the
at
moming
Murray Woman's Clubhouse Saturday
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II Several cases ...
said they. believe the incident
took place at the intersection
where McGowan's body was
found and that the three accused
of complicity were also on hand
when Lynch allegedly assaulted

From Front
obtained from the Calloway.
County Circuit Court Clerk's
office. He is also scheduled to
appear in connect to a parole
v iolanon
Previously, Judge Dennis
Foust approved motions to
waive formal arraignment for all
four defendants and ordered discovery. A pre-trial conference
was ordered within 30 days. A
status hearing for all the accused
was scheduled for 8:30 a.m.
today.
According
to
Calloway
County Sheriffs Department
officials. McGowan's body was
found near the intersection of
Ky. 280 and Douglas Road near
New Concord. He had been
reported missing the previous
day by family members.
Sheriffs Det. Sam Bierds said a
preliminary autopsy performed
.in Madisonville showed that
McGowan's death was a homicide caused by blunt force trauma. All four of the accused were
arrested and lodged in Calloway
County
Jail
where they.
remained this morning.
Sheriff's Department officials

Also scheduled to appear is
Brock Riley Ramey. 29. Ramey
is charged with murder. firstdegree wanton endangerment.
first degree burglary. two counts
of first-degree assault and two
counts of tampering with physical evidence in connection to the
Oct. 21, 2008, incident that left
Jerry Eldridge Sr., 60, dead and
two others wounded by gunfire.
Ile shooting was reported to
police shortly before midnight
on October 21,2008, by a neighbor living close by the Eldridge
home near Almo. Injured were
Eldridge's son, Eddie Eldridge,
33, and Melissa Price. 35. Both
suffered gunshot wounds, it was
reported. Eddie Eldridge, who
was shot in the face. was taken
Vanderbilt
University
to
Medical Center in Nashville,
Tenn. Price was taken to
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital for treatment of a
wound to the lower body and
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WAS later released following
treatment.
An unnened 7-year-old juvenile was also present in the
home at the time of the shooting.
but was not injured. it was
reported.
Also scheduled to appear is
James Cargill, 59, of Almo. He
will appear befOre Foust to
answer to charges of possession
of matter portraying a sexual
performance by. a minor; two
counts of possession of a controlled substance. methamphetamine and cocaine. and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Cargill was an-ested after
Kentucky State Police followed
up on a tip and allegedly found
child pornography and drugs in
his home. KSP officials in
Mayfield reponedly received
information from a local business that Cargill had child
pornography on his personal
computer. After gathering other
information, state police executed a search warrant and allegedly discovered various child
pornography irnages on at least
one computer owned by Cargill.
Methamphetamine and drug
paraphernalia were also allegedly located during the search.
Also scheduled to appear is

John -Drew" Millwood, 24. a
Murray State University student-teacher accused of havmg
sexual intercourse with a 17year-old Calloway County. High
Schcvol female student.
Millwood has been charged
with first-degree sexual abuse.
Following an investigation by
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department
investigators,
Millwood has also been charged
with tampering with physical
evidence, attempting to tamper
with physical evidence, cultivation of marijuana and possession
of drug paraphernalia (first
offense). The first two counts
are Class D felonies; the remainder are Class A misdemeanors.
According to sheriff's department officials. Millwood was
working as a student teacher at
CCHS in March when he
allegedly met the female after
school and drove with her to
another location where they
allegedly had sexual intercourse. At the time of the
alleged crime, the age of sexual
consent in Kentucky was 16, but
it was illegal for a person in a
position of authority to have
sexual contact with a minor.

II Banking...
From Front
according to people familiar
with their thinking who spoke
anonymously because they were
not authorized to discuss the
plans:
-He can say what he wants,
but we're not going to go back
to the kind of lending that put us
in this mess," said a person who
is helping prepare executives tor
the meeting. A dozen executives
were on the list of those corning,
from Goldman Sachs Group
Inc., Bank of New York Mellon
Corp.. Bank of America Corp.,
Citigroup Inc., U.S. Bancorp ,
JPMorgan Chase & Co.,
Morgan Stanley and more.
A leading Obama aide, David
Axelrod, said Monday the faceoff with the industry has been
needed.
He said Obama's message will
be, "You guys were part of the
problem. YOU. helped create an
economic crisis ... but now you
have to be part of the solution
and you have to accelerate lending to credible small businessRepublican Party Chairman
Michael Steele said Monday
that Obama -should recogniz,e
that banks aren't going to lend
money to people who won't pay
them back. Banks can open the
floodgates of cash, but you have
inability of small business owners to pay back the loans."

Buy-in...
From Front
against the package if it seemed
destined to increase people' ,
out-of-pocket costs and the
national debt.
In the meantime, only a few
moderates have come out against i
the Medicare plan. But in a legislative strug,gle that is a game of
inches, Democrats need all 60
votes in their caucus, and they
don't yet have them.
"I think it's going to pass out of
the Senate before Christmas,"
President Barack Obama told
CBS' "60 Minutes" in an interview airing Sunday night.
Lieberman said there was a
chance, if Democrats "bring in
some Republicans who are openminded."
But Senate GOP leader Mitch
McConnell said no way: "With
the American people as overwhelming opposed to this bill as
they are, for the Democrats to
basically' arrogantly take the position that we're going to ignore
public opinion and jam this
through before Christmas, I think
that's really a stretch," said
McConnell, R-Ky.
The early Medicare buy-in was
part of a compromise reached last
week when Senate Democrats
dropped the idea of setting up a
federal health insurance plan to
compete with private insurers.
Many Democrats who had
favored that public option only.
grudgingly' let it go, in return
embracing the Medicare proposal
as an appealing way to help people 55 to 64 — a group often vulnerable to losing employer-based
health insurance when it's needed
the most.

Lawmakers...
From Front
he would like to see more rigorous criteria for the scholarships.
-Potentially, you would tnake
the resources more meaningful
to those who do qualify," he
said.
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HOME TOUR: The Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club sponsored the annual Christmas home tour
Sunday afternoon. Pictured are: the tree in the entryway of
the home of Chuck. and Angie Foster; one of several eyecatching three-dimensional wreaths found throughout the
home of Jason and Tina Carter: and a Christmas village
near the entrance to the home of Charles and Becki Reed.

recently updated our phone
system and would like to

Main Member - 270.752.2900

infirm the community about
our new contact infirmation.
For more information about
our services, pleasefeelfree to

rfainumutrator

27a 7522901

Ado:us:ow Coordinator - 270.752..V4.50

Narsiug Dassdor - 370.752.1903

call us.
Spring Creek Health Care offers over
44 years of experience, a state-of-the-art
facility, specialized care, and the comfort
you need to live a full. healthy life.
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II PRAXIS test ...
From Front
apeutic sciences. "Students gain
experience by providing services to students, children and
adults with speech problems."
During students' first year in
the program, they gain experience on campus in Alexander
Hall and in speech and hearing
clinics held on campus. The following year, students branch out
and get exposure off campus in

hospitals, schools and other
medical settings.
"Congratulations to the students and to faculty for all thc
work they do to accomplish
such a magnificent result. A
result like this speaks volumes
on the caliber of the program
faculty and students." said Dr
James Broughton, dean of thc
college of health sciences and
human services.
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Our 55 minute massages are only $49.50
now through Christmas.
Treat yourself to one or get a Gift Certificate for
that special person on your Christmas list.
Don't you deserve to be pampered
this holiday season?

CALLOWAY COUNTY CHIROPRACTIC
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Obituaries
Mrs. Clover Cotham
Mrs. Clover Cotham, 98. Glendale Place, Murray, died there
Saturday.. Dec. 12. 2009, at 4:20 p.m.
A longtime member of the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club she had served as
past worthy matron of Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star, oldest continuos
member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, a
graduate of Murray High School Class of 1929
and attended Murray State College.
Preceding her in death were her husband of 53
years. Freed Cotham: one daughter, Nancy Popp.
one granddaughter, Rachel Caddas Buckman, one
brother and two sisters_ Bom Dec. 5, 1911, in
Cotham
Graves County, she was the daughter of the late
; Noah Oliver and Birdie E. Chunn Harnson.
' Survivors include one daughter, Bette Caddas and husband.
Chester. Murray: son-in-law. Roben Popp, Russell. Kan.; four
grandchildren. Lyn Matasci and husband, Frank, Santa Maria,
, Calif.. Chris Caddas and wife, Wendy.. Columbus. Ohio, Kelly
Kely and husband. David. Houston, Texas, and Mark Popp and
wife. Rebecca. Kansas City, Kan.; nine great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be held Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
Murray City Cemetery. John Dale will officiate. Visitation will be
at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to WATCH Inc., 703
Main St.. Murray, KY 42071 or Hospice House Building fund, 803
Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071.
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PIM Illeltsary
Dr. Janice (Janl E Weaver

Dr. Janice Jan) F. Weaver. 78. Murray. died Wednesday. Di:,
9. 2009, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born July 13. 1931 in Owensboro. she was the
daughter of the late M.J. and Lucy Farmer. She
was ako preceded in death by a brother, Harold
Farmer, and sister-in-law. Dorothy, of Newburgh,
Ind. The former dean of the college of education
at Murray State University, Dr. Weaver holds the
Ed.D. and the M.A.T. degrees from Indiana
University in Bloomington. and a B.A. from
Kentucky Wesleyan in Owensboro.
Dr. Weaver dedicated her life to the field of
weaver
education. She began her teaching career in her
hometown in 1952 at Owensboro High School.
and worked in the public school setting in Kentucky. and Indiana
until 1961. She began her university career at Indiana University.
and then moved to Glassboro State College (now Rowan State in
New Jersey in 1964. Dr. Weaver scaled the academic ranks there
to end up as Dean of the College of Professional Studies before
coming to Murray State in 1985 as a professor and Dean of
Education. where she remained until her retirement in 1997.
Her many awards included a Golden Horseshoe Award from
MSU and the Distinguished Teacher and Distinguished Alumnus
awards from the college of education at Indiana University. She
was the only person ever elected president of all of the following
professional organizations: Professors of Education. Deans of
Mrs. Ruthie Mohler
Mrs. Ruthie Mohler, 95, Old Duncan Creek Road, Kirksey, Teacher Education of Colleges and State Universities, and the
died Sunday. Dec. 13, 2009, at 9:30 p.m. at Spring Creek Health American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education
(AACTEa She also served as a board member for all those organcare.
izations along with service on the boards of the National
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Certification Association for Teacher Education and the National
Standards Board for Education. In addition, she was chosen
Edward E. (Eddie) Smith
Edward E. Smith, 75, Pans, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died "Educator of the Year in Kentucky" in 1989.
Dr. Weaver presented countless speeches and papers at internaSaturday. Dec. 12. 2009, at Henry County Medical Center.
He was preceded in death by his first wife, Shirley Ann tional, national and local meetings and conventions, and has testiHargrove Smith; second wife, Betty Jean Glunt Smith; parents, fied before national and state legislatures and education authoriOury Edward Smith and Ruth Penny Smith; and two sisters, Jerry ties. including representing AACTE as an adviser to the Japanese
Rose and Dorthy Todd. He was born May 18, 1934 in Graves Education Consortium in Tokyo. Japan.
Weaver and her husband. Richard (Dick) Weaver, have given
County and was a retired truck driver.
Survivors include two daughters, Christy Ann Smith and spe- substantial financiai support to Murray State University including
cial friend, Calvin Dumas, Paris, and Lanka Kay Wagner and hus- the establishment of three scholarships. as well as generous donaband. Mike. Naples. Fla.; one son, Stephen Edward Smith; seven tions to MSU Athletics and gifts to a wide variety of campus funds
stepchildren. Jim, John and Tom Thurman. Ricky and Nicky and organizations. Survivors include her husband of 51 years.
Lovett. Judy Sullivan and Jan Couzins; three brothers, Walter, Dick Weaver; a nephew, Randy Farmer and wife, Rosalie: nieces.
Kenneth and Andrian Smith; eight grandchildren: seven great- Leah Karon Farmer, and Laura Joyner and husband, Todd.
grandchildren.
The funeral was today (Monday) at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
The funeral will be Tuesday. at 7 p.m. in the chapel of Imes- the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale, Bob Valentine and
Miller Funeral Home, Murray. Jerry Mayes will officiate. Dr. Jack Rose will officiated. Honorary pallbearers were members
of the Murray Rotary Club and Faculty and Staff at Murray State
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 n.m. Tuesday.
University. Burial was in the Friendship Cemetery in Ohio
County, Ky.
Mrs. Janessa Lynn Keyes-Stanfill
In lieu of flowers. donations may toe made to either of the folMrs. Janessa Lynn Keyes-Stanfill. 27, Murray, died Friday.
lowing scholarships at Murray State: The Janice F. Weaver
Dec. II, 2009, at her home.
A graduate of Calloway County High School, she was a mem- Education Scholarship, or the Janice F and Richard F. Weaver
ber of the Laker Band. She was of Lutheran faith and was born Student Athlete Academic Scholarship, through the MSU
,Sept. 12, 1982. Preceding her in death were one daughter, Jamien Foundation at 106 Development Center, Murray., KY 42071.
BUrriss and her father, Gary Keyes.
SU1V VOUS inclt4e.her husband, Charles Stanfill; three sons.
Jensen and J.D. Burrian.Murray, -and Chase Stanfill and wife.
Studies show that reading
Loma, South Carolina; her mother, Pamela Keyes. Murray; two
keeps
the mind sharp. Give your
brothers, Jesse Keyes and Morgan and Jaxon Keys, Murray; one
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
sister, Jami Mills and husband. Mike, Almo; grandmother.
Nordene Lorson. Murray; three grandchildren. Jenna, Taylynn and
newspaper and expand your mind
Channing Stanfill; several nieces. nephews, aunts, uncles and
with a world of information.
cousins.
A memorial service will be today (Monday) at 1 p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church. Murray, with Rev. Chad Foster officiating. Visitation was held at the Imes-Miller Funeral Home from
5 to 7 p.m. on Sunday. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller.com.
Woman Decorates Three
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NJ high
school
rfkArens
after threat

Town Crier

BRIDCA.v, UER. N.J. (AP)
- Police are on hand as students retum to a New Jersey
high school that prosecutors say
was the target of a "Columbinelike" plot. which Vdd% uncovered when authorities found a
cache of weapons in one teen's
home.
Officials say the police presence is to reassure students and
parents that
BridgewaterRaritan High School is safe.
Principal James Riccobono
will offer words of encouragement during an address to all
2,9(X) students before classes
begin Monday.
Counselors also are on hand.
Authorities say a 16-yearold junior
was arrested
Thursday
after a
police
resource officer at the school
was told the teen was planning
an attack.
Authorities say they found
shotgun shells. bullets, black
powder and explosive devices

NOTICE
• Calloway County FiKal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 p m. on Tuesday. Dec. 15
in the district courtroom of
the Calloway County Judicial
Center. On the agenda for
the meeting is consideration
of a new franchise agreement
with
New
Wave
Communications. a block
grant concerning energy efficiency and conservation. a
new recycling program, and
board appointments
• The Calloway County
Property Protection Board is
scheduled to meet at 5 p.m
today. Monday. Dec 14 in
the
Calloway
County
Courthouse
Conference
Room. On the agenda for the
meeting is discussion of an
amendment to the existing
ordmance that may enforce
jail time and fines for negligent property owners that do
not respond to requests from
the board to make their property safe.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

in the teen's home.
Officials also arrested a 17year-old lmmaculata High
School senior. who is a competitive target shooter.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

3-4 bedroom.
2.5 bath
Spring Creek Oaks
Subdivision.
Asking $249,900.
(270) 759-4583 after 6 p.m.

Cindy Holt Groomer
Call Today For An Appointment

(270) 753-6749
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Mrs. Billie E Russell

Atter Using Thera-Gesic

The funeral for Mrs. Billie F. Russell was today (Monday)at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Burial was in the
Barnett Cemetery. Online condolences may be made at
wwwimesmillencom.
Mrs. Russell, 77, St. Louis, Mo., formerly of
Murray, died Friday, Dec. 11, 2009, at Bethesda
Dilworth in St. Louis after an extended illness.
She was a member of Scotts Grove Baptist
Church
Preceding her in death were her husband. J.C.
Russell; one son, Charles Darrell Russell; her parents, Robert L. and Ruth Wilson Overcast; and
two brothers, Sam and Hal Overcast. She was
born Sept. 17, 1932 in Calloway County.
Russell
Survivors include one daughter, Mary Carolyn
Lindner and husband. Timothy, anti one son, James Robert Russell
and wife. Amy. all of St. Louis; two brothers, John Overcast,
Madison, Ala.. and Charles Overcast. Hazel; seven grandchildren,
Kristen Renee Lindner, Timothy Raymond Lindner Jr., Robert
Jason Russell, Matthew Scott Russell, Chris Russell. Cindy
Morris and Trisha Edmondson; six great-grandchildren, Rhiannon
Nance and Jaydan. Aiden Christopher Matthew., Lauryn Elizabeth,
Audyn Matthew and Jillian Ann Russell.
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km Allen Mohler
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Jerry Allen Mohler. 68, of Brewers Community. died Saturday.
Dec. 12, 2(X)9 at 4:32 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He was
of the Baptist Faith and retired from the former Division of
Tappan Manufacturing in Murray, He was currently working for
Lanes Mobile John in Benton.
He was the son of the late Hester and Deziree Beach Mohler.
He was also preceded in death by an infant brother: Robert Allen
Mohler.
Survivors include his wife. Brenda Mohler; four sons. Kenneth
Ray Mohler, Almo, and Dwayne, Mike and Bruce Mohler, all of
Benton, and seven grandchildren
The funeral will be Tuesday at II a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home. Benton. Rev. Ricky Cunningham, Rev. Danny Ccx
and Rev. Terry Wilson will officiate. Burial will be at New Sand
Hill Cemetery, Graves County.. Visitation will be at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday) at the funeral home.
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•Convertible Beds
•Matching Changing Tables, Dressers & more!
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Flnancial Consultants 11.-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square Murray, KY 42071
270 753 3366 I 800'444'1854
Hours 8 00 a m -5 00 p.m. KIT

209 N 12th St. • Murray, KY • 270-753-7534
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Obama commended ide*ThePtvegAtcroc.07
on Afghan response
As many of you will recall.
T h
•
in previous writings I urged means
we
President Obama to do the right will
begin
thing when it came to provid- leaving iust
ing Gen. McChrystal with his a year after
requested troop increases in sup- all the troops
port of the war effort in arrive -- but
Afghanistan.
conveniently
And during the early debate in advance
over troop levels, I even accept- of the beginMaking
ed the president's request for ning of the
reasonable time to meet with 2012 elecSense
his advisers to discuss all tion season.
By Michael
Reagan
options available to obtaining
Now I am
Syndicated
military victory' in Afghanistan. not a generColumnist
I was pleased and encour- al or even a
aged to see that President military hisObama heeded the counsel of tonan, but it doesn't seem to
his generals on the matter of me that it makes any sense to
increased troop levels that are let your enemy know when
so critical to our continuing you are coming and when you
battle against terrorists and plan to leave. All they should
those who house and support need to know is what you phut
them.
to do: win.
He has called on us for
And our troops on the ground
unity and support. and that is need to have the confidence
how we should respond.
that these decisions and timeSadly., we are already' see- lines are based on sound miling many members of the pres- itary. principles rather than politident's own political party take ical calculation.
exception to an increase in
Last night, President Obama
troop levels -- many pushing had a golden opportunity to
for a retreat from the fight borrow a line from my' father
against those who took the -- one that would have brought
lives of so many innocent vic- the house down and instilled
tims on September 1 I. 2001 more confidence in the plan
and who are continually plot- he appeared half-heartedly to
ting for the next great attack suppon.
against Americans on our home
All he had to do was
soil ancl'or abroad.
announce: "We win -- they
How did so many Democ- lose."
rats forget that fateful day -But rather. the president's
a mere eight years ago?
message and demeanor presentThis morning, the Taliban ed more of a detente approach
and AI Qaeda are on notice to American foreign policy, in
that 30,000 more of America's a speech where he never once
best and brightest military per- made victory our goal.
sonnel are gearing up to take
Gen. David Petraeus, leader
the fight against terror to the of the Iraq surge and now head
nearest town, village and even of U.S. Central Command,
cilive to track down andf411110- acknowledged after President
igate those who have done or Obama's speech that there was
desire to harrn America and "tension" between the desire
her interests.
to win the conflict and the desire
But 1 do take exception to to pull out quickly
the fact that the Taliban and
Those desires are both real
A.;
.1 Qaeda have also woken up and understandable. but no one
tq news that this massive Amer- knows better than Gen. Petraeus
iqan militarv, surge, one that how much meeting both can
v011 increase our troop levels sometimes prove impossible.
td close to 100,000. already'
Moving forward. the Amerhas a publicized end date.
ican people, Afghan President
: Yes. that is correct. Our Karzai, and our NATO allies
eitemy has been put on notice must now nse to the task before
by the president himself that us.
by July 2011, we will begin
But even as I move to folMilling back our troop com- low my' president. I can only
'Aliments in Afghanistan.
hope that it is this pattern,
: What makes this date even rather than political timelines,
niore disconcerting is the fact which he follows in the next
tiat it will take us several two years.
ilonths to implement the
To the men and women who
3f1,000-troop influx that is so now bravely go to serve, you
central to this new security have my deepest thanks. hopes,
offensive -- hopefully in time and prayers. You are the soul
fOr the often-called "Spring of this country, and your servfighting season" there.
ice will not go unmarked.
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arise about global warming science

British Prime Minister Gordon Brown has taken the route
of many who would rather call
names than have a serious
debate about "climate change."
He characterizes those who
question "settled science" members of the "flat-earth" society. When people resort to namecalling it is a sign they have
lost an argument.
The hacked emails from the
global warming center of the
universe -- the Climate Research
Unit at Britain's East Anglia
University -- could be the climatology equivalent of discovenne the bones of Jesus.
If the veracity of the emails
is confirmed and if they contain evidence of data "trickery," as some global warming
skeptics have suggested, their
content could perhaps point to
a vast cover-up of scientific
evidence that some believe will
disprove the "doctnne" of manmade climate change. So who
are the real tlat-earthers'? Are
they the ones who won't listen to any evidence except that
which supports their cult-like
faith. or are they the growing
number who say the science
is anything but settled and
needs more study'? Leonard
Weinstein has scientific credentials no reasonable person

can deny. Dr. Weinstein is a
former senior research scientist who worked more than 30
years at the NASA Langley'
Research Center. He is now
senior research fellow at the
National Institute of Aerospace.
Last April, he wrote an essay
"Disproving the Anthropogenic
Global Warming (AGW) Problem"
Dr. Weinstein wrote: "In
order to support a theory, specific predictions need to be
made that are based on the
claims of the theory. and the
predictions then need to happen." He lists six •theones on
which the AGW model is based
and then proceeds to dismantle each of them.
The first AGW theory is:
"The average Earth's temperature will increase at a rate of
0.2 degrees to 0.6 degrees centigrade per decade at least to
2100. and will continue to
climb after that if the CO2
continues to be produced by
human activity at curtent predicted rates."
To that, Dr. Weinstein
responds: "It should be noted
that the largest part of the last
150 year increase in CO2, which
is blamed on human activity',
did not occur until after 1940,
so the largest temperature rise

effects
should have
occurred in
that
time.
The proponents
of
AGW have
generally'
used
the
time period
from 1970 to
Cal's
2000 as the
Thoughts
base line for
an indicator By Cal Thomas
Syndicated
of the rapid
Columnist
warming. In
that base line
period. the average temperature rose about 0.50C, which
averages to 0.160C per decade.
The claim was then made that
this would accelerate due to continuing increases in CO2 level.
However if we look at the
temperature change from 1940
through 2008, the net increase
is only 0.30C. This is due to
a drop from 1940 to 1970 and
a slight drop from 2000 through
2008. Now the average rise
for that period is only 0.040C
per decade. If the time period
from 1850 through 2008 is
used as a base, the net increase
is just under 0.70C and the
average rise is also 0.040C per
decade! It is clear that choosing a short selected period of

nsing temperature gives a misleading result. It is also true
that the present trend is down
and expected to continue downward for several more years
before reversing again. This
certainly makes claim age questionable." Weinstein similarly
unravels the other five theories. Read the essay for yourself. Dr. Weinstein concludes:
"The final question that arises is what prediction has the
AGW made that has been
demonstrated, and that strongly supports the theory. It appears
that there is NO real supporting evidence and much disagreeing evidence for the AGW
theory as proposed. That is not
to say there is no effect from
Human activity. Clearly human
pollution (not greenhouse gases)
is a problem. There is also
almost surely some contnbution to the present temperature
from the increase in CO2 and
CH4, but it seems to be small
and not a driver of future climate. Any reasonable scientific analysis must conclude the
basic theory wrong!!"
If Gordon Brown thinks
name-calling will deter those
who seek the truth, perhaps he
should join a movement that
might be named "the flathead
society."

Court death penalty ruling the right way to go?

The Courler-Joumal
The Kentucky Supreme
Court performed a valuable public service when it put execuOpinions expressed on the Forum page do
tions on hold by ruling that
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the the state's lethal injection procedure must be outlined in a
Murray Ledger & Times.
regulation.
The majority decision, written by Justice Lisabeth Hughes Abramson, is wise on its
own merits.
Lethal injection is a con1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
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execution, and there is no emer-
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorials from newspapers acmss
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
gency that requires quickly putting one or several of them to
death.
Indeed, the most important
consequence of the court's ruling should be to put the brakes
on any rush to carrying out death
sentences in Kentucky by any
method. State Attorney General Jack Conway appeared
launched on such a course
when he asked the Governor
earlier this week to set execution dates for three convicted
murderers.
Mr. Conway and Gov.
&shear have an obligation to
enforce state law. but there is
no rationale to be in a hurry.
All of the crimes committed
by the three men occurred at
least 18 years ago.
Nor would seeking to carry.
out a few executions in the
near future be an appropriate
response to a Courier-Journal
study earlier this month that
noted that only three of 92
Kentucky inmates sentenced to
death since capital punishment
was reinstated in 1976 has.e
beer executed.
The lengthy and sometimes
successful appeals of death sentences reflect obvious problems
in convictions at the trial court
level.

That is why a better response
to the state's death-row dilemma is the moratorium on executions in Kentucky sought by
the American Bar Association.
During that time, the ABA proposes, a 10-member team of
state lawyers and former judges
could study a range of critical
issues. ranging from training
of prosecutors and defense
lawyers, to thc handling of DNA
evidence, to the treatment of
racial anti ethnic minorities and
of mental retardation iind mental illness.
That is a far more fruitful
response to what is obviously'
a badly flawed system in Kentucky than would be a false
urgency to carry out a showcase execution. The delay
ordered by the Supreme Court
should be used to advance such
a study.
Independent(Ashland)
In a case that extends back
to the administration of former Gov. Ernie Fletcher. the
Kentucky Court of Appeals has
ruled that a blanket pardon the
former governor gave that protects members of his administration from criminal prosecution in connection with a hiring scandal does not protect
TTIO

those employees from being
investigated by the Executive
Branch Ethics Commission.
Basil Turbyfill. the former
director of the Governor's
Office of Personnel and Efficiency, was one of a number
of Fletcher appointees pardoned
by the governor in connection
with an investigation by former Attorney General Gregory'
Stumbo's office into alleged violations of the state merit law.
The blaidtet pardons had the
effect of short-circuiting the
investigation — clearly Fletcher's intent — but they were
so controversial and unpopular that they probably doomed
Fletcher•s chances of winning
a second term.
When the ethics commission attempted to investigate
Turbyfill's actions as director
of the Office of Personnel and
Efficiency, Turbyfill's attorneys
claimed he was protected by
Fletcher's pardon of him. Not
so, said the appeals court. The
pardon only applies to the criminal investigation.
As a practical matter. the
appeals court ruling may not
amount to much. Turbyfill is
out of state government and
any fines or other punishment
assessed against him at this
late date would be of limited
value.
However, the ruling clearly
established that Fletcher's blanket pardon is limited in its
scope. It establishes a precedent that could prove valuable
in the future.
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Hazel Woman's Club will be
judging for Christmas contest
The Hazel VSoman's Club is holding its
annual Christmas Decoration Contest.
Residents within the Hazel city limits are
invited to display outdoor Christma.s decor to
be judged on Tuesday beginning at 6 p.m. To
be judged, residents simpls need to lune Olitdrxir decorations and lights turned on by 6
p.m. when the judging begins.
VN inners will be awarded cash prizes of
$75 for first, S50 for second and S25 for third.
lo's
A special note. the "Magical Christmas" at
Datebook the home of John and Barbara Paschall will
By Jo Burkeen not be in the judging this year as to hopefulCommunity
ly encourage more residents to participate.
Editor

Dunn Open House Tuesday
A Holiday Open House will be hosted by Drs. Randy and Ronda
Dunn at Oakhurst, Murray State University's presidential residence,
on Tuesday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. All community members are
invited.

WOW Lodge will meet
Woodmen Kirksey Lodge 170 will have a Christmas dinner for
members and families on Tuesday at 6 p.m. The meal and dessert
are being catered by Holmes Restaurant. Each one is asked to bnng
a S5 gift for a game of Chinese Auction. For more information call
435-4160.

The experiential classroom featured for campers
Generations ot Amenca's children have attended camp. The
iconic imagery of campfires,
s'mores, and tents has been part
of the collective psychc for
nearly 150 years. However.
there is much more to a camp
expenence than songs. marshmallows, and mosquito repellant. Camp is a classroom —
teaching life lessons through
art, music, sports, and a host of
other activities.
Camp as an extension of a traditional education is not d new
or novel concept. Early pioneers in camp consisted largely'
of educators who recognized a
need to continue learning
throughout the summer in an
environment that also allowed
children to be children. In a
1928 Red Book Magazine editonal, camp advocate Frederick

Guggenheimer states thak, "The
school and the camp are complementary to each other — the
one begins where the other
leaves off."
Today's ciunp expenence is no
less educational than the camp
expenences of old. In fact, camp
is compnsed almost entirely of
"teachable
moments'
—
moments when children are
actively engaged arid using creativity and cognitive skills.
Because of the "hands on"
nature of camp, often even those
children who struggle in traditional educational settings will
excel.
Through a camp expenence,
generations of Amenca's children have been receiving a life
education — developing the
skills needed to become secure,
contributing, successful adults.

Retirees and former employees ot Muff-ay-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday' at 11 a.m. at the Big Apple. Murray-. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.
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Contact Public Relations at
765.349.33 I 7
Or
pr@ACAcamps.org to interview an ACA spokesperson for
more information about the
camp expenence as a vital component in the education of the
whole child. For customizable
public service announcements
or article reprints, visit our
Media
Center
at
www.ACAcamps.org/media_ce
nter/.
The
American
Camp
Association® (ACA) works to
preserve, promote, and enhance
the camp expenence for chil-

The Senior Wheels USA
Program makes available Power
Wheelchairs to Senior Citizens
and the perrnanently disabled at
no cost to the recipient. if they
qualify.
The wheelchairs are provided to those who can no longer

Breakfast scheduled Tuesday
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Although the desks may be
absent. nature becomes the
classroom. Camp remains one
of the most powerful learning
environments and is d cntical
part of educating the whole

dren
and
adults. AC AAccredited® camp programs
ensure that children are provid-.•
ed with a diversity ot educational and developmentally challenging learning opportunities.
There are over 2.400 ACA-•
accredited camps that meet up to
300 health and safety standards.
For more information. visit
www.ACAcamps.org.
ACA will host its National
Conference of over I ,200 camp
professionals in Denver. Colo..
February 16-19, 2010. The conference will bring together some
of the nation's top experts in
child and youth development
and will celebrate how. lives
have been changed Because of
Camp...P". For more informa-:
tion on ACA's
National. ,
Conference
visit. .
www.ACAcamps.org.

Power wheelchairs available
at no cost to qualified recipient

Hospital retirees will meet

ence

e-mail: jo.burkeentomorrayledger.com

A Country' Ham Breakfast will be served Tuesday from 6 to 9
a.m. at South Marshall Senior Citizens at Hardin. Cost is $4 for
adults and $2 for kids.

walk safely, nor self-propel a
manual wheelchair. and who
rneet the additional guidelines
of the program.
If the patient's need is for use '
in the home, call for more infor- '
mation to see it they quality.
Call toll free at I -800-246-6010.

Good Shepherd plans event
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have a fellowship
meal and candle light service or. Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the church.

gaVatite

Volunteer Council will meet
The first informational meeting of the Calloway' County Schools
Volunteer Council will be Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the back meeting
room of Pagliai's restaurant. Dinner will be provided to all that
attend. Agenda will include reviewing the Title 1 District Parent
Involvement Policy. Any' parent. grandparent or community member interested in working with the council to raise student achievement in the schools is urged to attend.

VFW Post plans event Tuesday
Post 6291 of Veterans' of FOreign Wars will have its annual
Christmas dinner on Tuesday at 7 p.rn. at The Big Apple Cafe dining room. All members are encouraged to attend and for those who
have not paid to pay their dues. For more information contact James
Daniels. commander. All members are urged to attend.
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Photo provided
GARDEN TRIP: Pictured are the members of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club who traveied to
Paris, Tenn., to see the Display of Trees. Kneeling, Pati
Wiltiams; seated from left, Dee Morgan, Martha Joiner and
Judy Kelso: standing, Linda Cherry, Sue White, Brenda
Jones, Martha Crafton, Wilma Wilson and June Hardin.
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1003 Manley St..• Paris, TN •(731)642-8333
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 arm6 pm - Sat. 9 arn-5 pm

Southwest School plans program
Southwest Elementary' School has scheduled one more
Christmas music program to be held in the Southwest gymnasium
by the students of the school. This will be the Fourth and Fifth
Grade Program on Tuesday at 6 p.m. The public is invited.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room. All interested
persons are invited.
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AGES 1 DAY TO 100 YEARS.
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offer

Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Chnstian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Murray
Alcoholics
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 South 12th St., in the
Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday, 8 p.m., closed,
smoking, 12x I 2 study: Monday.
8 p.m. open, smoking: Tuesday.
8 p.m. closed. no smoking;
Wednesday, I I a.m. closed, no
smoking, 6 p.m., closed, ladies
meeting, smoking,8 p.m.. open.
smoking; Thursday, 8 p.m.
closed. smoking, big book
meeting; Friday, 12 noon, no
smoking. lunchtime meeting. 8
p.m. open, smoking. New comers; Saturday, I()a.m.. open. nosmoking. 8 p.m. open. no-smoking, speaker meeting.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting. The last
Saturday in the month is "Eat-nMeet" potluck at 8 p.m. For
information call Mitch at 7539320. or Kathy at 493-1227, or
Chuck at 436-2552.

alkeres,Nuorigitisencelatarackstes.

now accepting patients

TOPS meeting Iliesday

Alcoholics
Anonymous
lists present
schedule
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Richard Crow*. Mil
Funnily Medici*,
Tithe Allen, M.D.
Family Medicine
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HAPPENINGS

Stewn rhumb.
Internal Medicinellediatrics

Annfta Peeler
What a whirlwind week' We've had
so many fun activities this week. and
we are enjoying the Chsistmas season
so much.
We traveled to the Kentucky Opry
Christmas show on Tuesday The
weather was absolutely homble but
Mitzi loaded us under Me canopy at
Hickory Woods and unloaded us nght
at the door at the Kentucky Opry - we
didn't even get sprinkle on us The
show was great and sve lett definitely
in the Chnstmas spin(
We worked on our be blankets again
this week Some ot the ladies said we
may have to set up shop arid sell blankets and calendars'
We enjoyed Salem Baptist Church
coming out Wednesday night ar,d presenting their Chnsunas ruu.sical We
got the "Peek Preview- before they
present it to then churcn leruse and
Darren Howard did an excellent job in
their reading parts and the choir sang
some old and new Ch,-istmas carols
1ke ended the week with Chnstmas
shopping here in town On Fnday
morning, we watched "Chnstmas in
Yellow stone' on our new big screen
ision
Endas. night we sat Fmk k and relaxed
to singing by the Mennonite Hamiony
Choir What a nice way to unwind
after a busy week
...Nothing else looks or feels li,ke
home but we COM! ChM'
84 Utterbark Rd • Murray, Ky
Phone 12701 759-8700 •

faiia-231.5014

Alison 3ohnson,
Fonsily A4edicirte
Dena Alexander, AMP
Lyn Ryan, AMP
At Murray isteifia-mi Aaispriseam Ire short
MourigyCinknory County Hospital yaw dinky*

Ebeldranitatlitii ilaffiag
Monday - Saturday
Tam - 6pm
Beginning December 14
Open Sundays lpm - open

inwatity iheakticurefor Rawly Mayors.
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Looking Back
Tett y ran ago
Published is picture ot Murray Bivak and comniunity members with special shovels used in
the torma! groundbreaking ceremony at the site ot the Murray
Bank at 405 South 12th St., Murray The contract for construction
has been granted to (leaser Construction Company
Also published is a picture of
members ol the Beta Club of
Calloway (-ovum, High School
with the trophy. for w inning third
place in state of arts at the Kentucky Beta Club Convention in
Louisville They are Glenn Timmons. Bethany O'Rourke arid Jacob
Abbott Attending the convention
were 29 students from CCHS
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Thompson will be married for 50 years
Dec . 24
Twenty years ago
Murray Calloway County Need
Line Cooperatise Ministry will
prepare 215 boxes for households
for Chnstmas. according to Euple
Ward. executise director
Published is a picture or Dan
Miller. auctioneer. calling the numbers for dark fired air-cured tobacco sales that opened in Murray
on Dec. 12 The photograph was
by Stall Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include include
a boy to Velda and Danny. Miller.
a girl to Nanc.v. and Gary Haverstock and a girl to Betty and
Richard Clark. Dec. 8: a boy to
Judy and Wayne Cope and a boy
to Connie and Donald Hestand,
Dec. 9: a boy to Veronica and
Mike Sirls. Dec. 10: a girl to
Elaine and John Gipson, Dec. I I.
Thirty years ago
Winners of the Murray Rotary
Club Christmas Parade were Murray' Middle School. first: Southwest Elementary. School, second,
and Robertson Elementary School,
third.
Doug Moore, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Ray Moon.% student at Murray. High School. and Amanda
Dunn. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Ray
Dunn. student at Calloway County High School. have been namcd
a, "Good Citizens of the Year"

by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution
Murray Slate UllISCTSII) RACers won 68-46 over Arkansas State
in a basketball game Gary. Hooker was high scorer for Murray.
Mr and Mrs Bailey Grooms
*err married for 60 years NOV

COMICS/ FEATURES
Practical gifts win praise
from older friends, family

Murniy Ledger & Times

Can cholesterol levels
be too low?

DEAR DR. GOTT: I wnte Tnglycendes WC a type of fat
Gift certificates also make
DEAR ABBY: With the holas a longtime reader and saver carried in the blood by very: low:idays here. I know people arc welcome gifts: for groceries,
of your informatise and helpful density lipoproteins They are
considering gifts for older haircuts. manicures. dry. cleancolumns.
stored in fat tissue. The normal
restaurant
meals, theater
friends and family members. ing,
You have frequently addressed level is 149 or lower. In theoMy 83-year-old mother still tickets arid depanment stores.
the problem of high cholesterol ry, most cardiologists iuid prilives in her own home. She And don't forget prepaid calland alternatives to taking statin mary-care physicians recommend
24
doesn't want more 'stuff" so ing cards.
drugs. How- LDL and tnglycende readings
Forty years ago
Homemade
coupons
for
es:ery year
C%W. my 59be as low as possible, while
Three men were included in
w:e give her "Honey-do's' (as in 'Honey,
year-old son HDL should be high.
the November Draft Call ho %ere
practical do this -- Honey:. do that"
has the oppoGary. D Robertson, Richard D
With total cholesterol of 130,
we also make thoughtful presents
things
site problem: I am not sure why your son's
Sims and Joe C Henickm. according to Mrs., GUSSIC Adams, execshe Create some that can be ,
his readings physician has him on Lipitor.
knov.
utive director of Local Board
are (00 IOW. Perhaps he has a cardiac condialready uses redeemed for chores such as
No 10 of the Selective Service.
I IIS total chotion or has 'nad a stroke. With
on a daily window washing. painting. garDr. Will Frank Steely. proleslesterol
IS his readings. I am guessing he
basis, dening, replacing lightbulbs,
MN of history at Murray State
130. HDL 35, might be a vegetanan or is
including changing air conditioning filUruversity. has Iveen named presLDL 44 And extremely conscientious regarding
laundry ters, moving heavy furniture
ident of Northern Kentucky State
triglycendes his food intake. It is perfectly
detergent, for spring and fall cleaning
College at Covington.
98. His doc- normal for adults consuming lowDear Abby bath
oil and transportation for shopMurray State University Thortor has him fat. low -cholesterol diets to have
oughbreds won 85-72 over Austin
heads and ping or doctors' visits. etc.
By
on Lipitor. levels similar to his. He is likePeay State University in a basBy Abigail
soap, «iothBecause. not all seniors drive,
Dr Peter Gott He takes no ly the envy of many.
ketball game at at Murray Jinuny
Van Buren
paste -- even bus passes and coupons for
other niedicaNow, a minor downside: StudYoung was high scorer for Mur
bird seed for senior transportation or taxis
tions. What other solutions might ies indicate low cholesterol may.
ray
be of help to raise his HDL and reduce serotonin levels. leading
her bird feeders. By the end can also give the recipient the
Fifty years ago
numbers to a normal range? Can to depression and anxiety. Other
of the year she has used up gift of freedom.
Jimmy Thompson. senior at
loss' readings be as dangerous a studies suggest a low LDL might
Sweat pants, sweatshirts,
Hazel High School and vice pres- everything wc have given her
problem as high readings?
be associated with an increased
ident of the Kentucky Association and is ready. for new supplies. athletic socks and walking
DEAR READER: While there risk of specific types of cancer.
Mom is happy with these shoes may motivate the sedenof Future Farmers of America. is
are
some
concerns with regard If your son receives regular checkattending a meeting of the FFA
gifts and says it saves her tary. senior to get up and become
to low cholesterol levels, high ups and worlts together with his.
being held at the University of from having to go out and spend more active -- which improves
readings can-y greater risks. There physician, I am inclined to say,
Kentucky. Lexington.
money on these things herself. circulation and cognition for
are several types of blood fats. he is doing all the right things.
Recent births reported at Mur- Practical, everyday items make
people
of
every
age.
High-density lipoproteins (HDL) If he has concerns, he should
rray Hospital were a girl to Mr.
the
best
gifts
older
for
the
Large-print
calendars
with
and low-density lipoproteins address them with his doctor and
and Mrs. Alvin McClain.a boy to
person
on
your
list.
-MARY
family
birthdays. anniversaries, (LDL) both carty cholesterol. get any appropnate testing. To
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Black. and
etc. marked and personalized
Triglycerides are created when raise his HDL level. he should
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ellis James IN RICHARDSON, TEXAS
DEAR MARY7 When sen- with family photos make usethe body converts extra calones increase his physical activity and
Meadows.
to a storable form for later use. exercise.
iors have reached a point where ful gifts, and so do large-print
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost 67-80 to Stetson in a
HDL. the "good" cholesterol.
they have become less active, address books with the inforTo provide related inforrnation,
basketball game. Bale was high
works in preventing fat from being I am sending you a copy of my
I agree. So please allow me mation already vansferred from
scorer for Murray.
deposited on blood-vessel walls Health Report "Understanding
to offer a few additional sug- the recipient's records.
Sixty years ago
by transporting cholesterol to the Cholesterol." Other readers who
gestions
to
your
gift
list.
Because
medications
are
Waylon Rayburn of Murray will
liver, where it is metabolized would like a copy should send
With
the
cost
of
groceries
expensive,
consider
a
gift cerbe the speaker at the monthly
and excreted. A desirable HDL a self-addressed stamped No 10
meeting of Hazel Camp 138 of what they are today, many tificate to the neighborhood
is 60 or higher. LDL. the "bad" envelope and a S2 check or
individuals on fixed incomes pharmacy. It will be apprecithe Woodmen of the Vsbrld.
cholesterol, canies cholesterol money order to Newsletter, P.O.
would appreciate a gift basket ated -- trust me on that.
'Topsy Turvey Christmas" is
from the liver and intestines Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
thc title
thc story written by
of p-/Creiks sUal 4IN N111411
A subscription to a newstttroughout the body. LDL read- Be sure to mention the title.
Joette Lassiter. senior at Lynn
of tuna, salmon, chicken or paper or magazine you know
ings should be 129 or lower
Grove High School, for the col- soup. Also include crackers, the person will
enjoy: is a gift
umn,'Children's Comer" published
assorted flavored instant cof- that keeps on giving year-round.
in The Ledger & Times this week.
fee, herbal teas, soup mixes And, of course, stationery and
and cookies.
stamps make handy. gifts that
can also be used throughout
the year. While y.ou're at it,
South declarer.
after ccmsiderable thought. West then
enclose with them some feltBy The Associated Press
Assembly. voted to establish its ed after authorities found nitroBoth sides vulnerable.
shifted to the jack of hearts. Mrs.
tipped pens.
NORTH
Today is Monday. Dec. 14. the headquarters in New York.
Truscon wok the ace arid led a heart
glycenn in the trunk of his car
If the person has a pet,
•9 4
toward the king. hoping foc a 3-2
348th day. of 2009. There are 17
in 1962. the U.S. space probe as he arrived from Canada by
111
send
K
107653
some
division,
cans
of
but West showed out, disdog
or
cat
days left in the year.
Manner 2 approached Venus, trans- ferry at Pon Angeles. Wash.
•10 5
carding a diamond.
Today's Highlight in History:
mitting information about the plan- iRessam was convicted in April food, a package of "treats," a
•K Q 10
Forced to abandon hearts, Sirs.
On Dec. 14. 1799. the first et.
2001 of terrorist conspiracy and rawhide chew or catnip.
WEST
EAST
Truscott turned 'her attention to
president of the United States,
In 1975. six South Moluccan eight other charges.) U.S. and GerAnd please don't forget that
•K 5
*10 8 7 2
spades, the only other suit that
George Washington, died at his extremists surrendered after hold- man negotiators agreed to estab- the holiday season can be a
V.1
Q9 4
offered a chance for the contract. Hut
Mount Vernon, Va.. hoine at age ing 23 hostages for 12 days on lish a $5.2 billion fund for Nazi- depressing time for people who
•A K 86 4
•3
instead of taking the normal-looking
6
4
3
67.
4
8
*1 9 5 2
finesse, Mrs. Truscott led a spade to
a vain near the Dutch town of era slave and forced laborers. are alone. I'm often asked for
SOUTH
the ace and a low spade! West had to
On this date:
Beilen.
Charles M. Schulz imnounced he gift ideas for the person who
6
3
Q
•
A
win with the king, and declarer
In 1819. Alabama joined the
In 1981, Israel annexed the was retinng the "Peanuts'. comic
"already has everything." And
•A 2
wound up with 10 tricks for an excelUnion as the 22nd state.
Golan Heights, which it had seized svip.
•Q 9 7 2
lent score. Had she finessed in
this is my answer: The greatIn 1861. Prince Albert, hus- from Syria in 1967.
4A 7
Five years ago: The Federal est gift a person can offer is
spades, she would eventually have
band of Queen Victona. died in
The
bidding:
gone
down one.
raised
Reserve
interest rates for
London.
In 1989, Nobel Peace laureate the fifth time since June 2004. the gift of yourself. If someSouth
West
North East
The key to Sirs. Truscott's
In 1911. Norwegian explorer Andrei D. Sakharov died in
1•
3•
3 IP
Pass
remarkable play was Last's reluctant
President George W. Bush award- one you know could use an
3N
Roald Amundsen arid his group Moscow at age 68.
discard of a club at trick two. First,
ed the Presidential Medal of Free- outing, give the most meanOpening
lead
—
king
ot
diamonds.
she
made the assumption that West
became the first men to reach the
In 1995, presidents Alija Izetbe- dom to three figures who were ingful gift of all -- an invitaDeclarer
can
sometimes
draw
had the king of spades for his vulnerSouth Pole. beating out an expe- govic of Bosnia, Slobodan Milotion
to
share
with
a
you
meal
central to his Iraq policy': former
astonishingly accurate conclusions able duet-diamond bid. Next the
dition led by Roben F. Scott.
sevic of Serbia and Franjo Tudjor your family.
about the composition of the unseen play thus far had disclosed that Last
In 1939. the Soviet Union was man of Croatia signed the Bosn- CIA Director George Tenet, for•••
hands from thc defense he encoun- started with one diamond and four
mer Iraq administrator L. Paul
!ripened from the League of ian peace treaty in Paris.
ters.
An outstanding example is pro- hearts. If his remaining cards had.
Bremer
and
retired
Gen.
Abby
Tommy.
Dear
is
written
by
Nations for invading Finland.
Ten years ago: Ahmed Ressam,
vided by today's deal, which vvas consisted of three spades and five
Franks.
Abigail
Buren,
Van
also
In 1946. the UN. General an Algenan national, was arrestplayed hy Dorothy' Hayden Tru.scon clubs, he would ha% e had no problem
known as Jeanne Phillips.
in a national pairs championship discarding a club at trick two.
many
years ago.
East's lengthy huddle must thereand was founded by her mothBABY' 13L.UE.S,
Mrs. Truscott was South and got hire has e been Nised on a holding of
er, Pauline Phillips. Write
to
three
notrump
as
shown.
West
led
four
spades and four clubs, which in
i-i 7.L)
400.15 114 136101Sill'IN6
Dear Abby at www.DearAbITC REAM SPENT V-114614
sPEti*Ik/6 OF
the king of diamonds and continued tum meant that West had thc double6011467
YOU liELP our wrn.A a-c-14 lX/f2N.04E
by.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
with the ace, fa.st discarding a club ton king of spades.
1NE
moT A
`401.) %EN,
Angeles. CA 90069.
_,14
Tomorrow: An obligatory nonfinesse.
1.4,TEIN ?
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Famous Hand
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Crosswords

4121

38 Youth org
39 Vestige
41 Football pos
42 Must have
43 Leap aside
45 Novelist —
Rand
46 Plane's position
48 Climb
51 Mineral deposit
52 Abounds
54 Contend
55 Equality in
standing
56 Beau
57 Stein
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,

W W W 13

EH ECq)
6000 50Y1
LET AIS GET`
YOU A NICE _
-74 TREAT, —
•

m_APIES.E•11 -1 -172*-1
'MERRY CHRISTMAS, FROM
YOUR INSURANCE COMPANY'

THEY ALWAYS
REMEMBER

ANV DON'T WEAR A
NECKTIE NEAR THE 13C.ENPER"

,
s,

Muscle tor
push-ups
4 Exhausts
9 Raucous cry
12 Lah-di- —
13 Declaim
14 Clean air org.
15 Bobwhites
17 Land holdings
19 Kind of PC
screen
20 Papyrus is one
21 Fish habitat
23 Tellurium symbol
24 Vaughan or
Miles
27 Lispers problem
28 NBA team
30 Amateur
31 — it (fighting)
32 Magazine piece
34 Ego companion
35 Housecat's
perch
37 Messy person
1

2

Answer to Previous PLI72/0
IMMO ATL OTY
EGAN CEO BAA
S JO TRANSOM
LS MEIMMO
AME RNA ,MACO
MOOG THROW
UMUORS TIWONDM
MAIRO FAUR
KEGS HUM ERST
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CLONING RF GB
POI
GNM &MAO
AWL SAM MAISM
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1 ASAP
2 Perfume label
word
3 Artist's pastels
4 Betrayed a
secret
5 1040 agcy.
6 Ni e sun god
7 Raison d'—
8 Pits or stones

3

5

6

7
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9 Tuna salad
ingredient
Fitting
Technique
Floe or berg
Striped rock

10
11
16
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16

18
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20

22
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CAN YOU BELIEVE IT
ANOTHER DAY 60NE
BY, AND IT'5
SOPERTIME A6Ait4!

I DON'T KNOW WHERE THE
TIME 60ES YOU 6ET UP IN
THE MORNIN6,AND YOU
60TO BED AT NIEMT,AND
ANOTHER DAY IS &ONE..

SOMEDAY I'M 60IN6
TO NAVE TO BUY MY
OWN CAN OPENER

NI
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20 "Carmen" setting
21 Minimum
22 Buzzing about
23 Makes doilies
25 Pop up
26 Rookie surfer
28 Black-ink entry
29 Lqird
32 Bauxite giant
33 UPS unit
36 Roofer's requisite
38 Swiss city
40 Finds typos
42 UN headquarters
44 Ballooned
45 Club. briefly
46 Utility closet
item
47 Rollover sub)
48 Yvette's date
49 Nothing at all
50 Joey or Kiki
53 Pricing wd.
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PREP HOOPS ROUNDUP

is Routl evening
reat
RACERS RUN WINN1ING
STREAK TO EIGHT
WITH WIN OVF,R ETSU
I* IAN Spode Warman
JOHNSON CITY.Tenn. — The Murray
State Racers ran their winning streak to
eight with a 61-57 win Saturday over East
Tennessee State at Memorial Center in
Johnson City, Tenn.
The win was MSU's eighth straight
since losing at No. 12 California on opening day Nov.9 and the streak matches head
coach Billy Kennedy's longest win streak
ih 12 years as a head coach.
The day was a tale of two halves as the
Racers played a great one starting out, then
had to hang on for all they were worth to
get the win.
MSU (8- I)started the game by taking a
16-7 lead at 11:30 when B.J. Jenkins and
Danero Thomas each hit three-point baskets.
After ETSU cut the lead to eight at
9:56. die Racers pushed it back to 14 at 3016 when Isacc Miles hit a fast break basket
with 6:20 before half.
Ivan Aska was a handful for ETSU in
the opening half with 14 points on 6-of-7
shooting to go with six rebounds as the
Racers had their largest lead of the day
when he hit a buzzer-beating jumper to
give MSU a 36-20 lead at the half.
After building an I8-point lead when
Tony Easley scored the first basket of the
second half, the Racers led 38-20 with
19:24 remaining.
But ETSU dug in on their home court
and came back with a 25-2 run and made it
a 45-40 game when Marvin Williams hit a
three-pointer with 11:44 left.
The Racers eventually lost the lead and
trailed by one at the 2:07 mark, but made
the plays to preserve victory.
Danero Thomas scored when MSU
broke the Bucs press for a 55-54 MSU lead
at 1:54 and pushed ahead by three when
Miles made a tough shot down the lane
with 1:23 left.
After ETSU missed a three-pointer with
23 seconds left and MSU ahead by one,
Isaiah Canaan made a pair of free throws
with 17 seconds left and MSU got out of
town with a 61-57 win.
•See RACERS,28

Road
Woes
RACERS FALL TO
MISSOURI IN FIRST
OF FIVE STRAIGHT
ROAD GAMES
By fit511 Sports information
COLUMBIA, Mu. — Alter having a
week off for finals, the Murray State
women's basketball team fell to Missouri,
71-32, in the first of five straight road
garnes over the holiday break.
The Racers (4-5, 0-2 Ohio Valley
Conference) were led by sophomore
Rachael Isom and senior Kayla Vance.
Isom tallied a team-high nine points. while
Vance added seven.
The Racers opened the game slowly
and didn't get on die scoreboard until 9:20
remained. The Tigers (7-2, 0-0 Big 12)
pushed the tempo of the game during the
span. going on a 21-0 run. Vance was the
first to score for MSU. with a jumper from
just inside the lane.
The Racers increased the defensive
pressure in the final nine-and-a-half minutes of the first half, holding Mizzou to 16
points. MSU also increased its offensive
output heading into the locker room trailing. 37-15.
The Tigers did not let up the defensive
pressure in the second half and increased
their lead to as many as 39 points, while
earning the win. Mizzou held the Racers
without a field goal for several stretches.
but the Racers also retumed the favor,
keeping the scoring low in the final 20
minutes of play.
The Racers will continue their longest
road trip of the season with a stop in
Springfield, Mo., to face Missouri State,
Wednesday. Dec. 16 at 7:05 p.m. The road
trip also includes stops at Southern Illinois
(Dec. 19) and IUPUI (Dec. 21).

LAKERS RUN CCA
RAGGED BUT LOSE
THOMPSON

By TOMMY DILLARD
Spons Wnter
Brock Sunmons has had trouble fmding his shot early this season, but
Calloway County's standout junior
guard is finding other ways to produce.
The usually sharpshooting Sinunons
was cold from three-point range in the
Lakers' home opener and district opener
against Community Christian Saturday
night, but still managed to pour in a
game-high 16 points and pull down an
eye-popping 17 rebounds.
Calloway cruised to an easy 78-32
win over the Warriors, getting most of
their points in transition off 23 CCA
turnovers.
Many of the rest came off the offensive glass for the Lakers, who struggled
from beyond the arc as a team.
But head coach Bruce Lane can't
argue with the results, especially from
Simmons.
"I thought for not shooting the ball
well. that's tbe best game he's played all
around," said Lane, whose squad
improved to 2-1 on the season.
"He had three or four steals, five
assists, and of course, the rebounds.
Seventeen rebounds is huge for a 6-foot3 guard and he did other things, too."
Simmons wasn't the only Laker getting in on the action against overrnatched
CCA.
Senior point guard Austin Lilly
scored 14 points while dishing out six
assists and snatching seven steals.
Josh Humphreys and Justin Hill also
notched 14 points apiece and grabbed
nine and eight rebounds, respectively.
Hill has scored in double-figures in
each of Calloway's three games and has
provided a pleasant surprise after playing sparingly as a junior last season
while recovering from a knee injury.
He's also been reliable on the boards
which is perhaps more important for
height-challenged Calloway.
"He's playing with a lot ofconfidence
and that started this surntner with him
playing all the time for the first time,"
Lane said. "He does a lot of things you
don't notice all the time — he had two or
three steals tonight. he can lead the break
and he's a good passer.
"He can make the long pass down the
floor and the cross-court pass. He made
a three tonight when we weren't shooting well and if he can hit one or two of
those per game, that takes a lot of pressure of other people."
As fun as Saturday was for the

Lady Tigers
get big win
over Henry
County
BIG SECOND-HALF
HELPS MURRAY
TO 3-0

TOMMY DiLLARD
rmes
Calloway County point guard Austin Lilly looks to make a pass as he
drives the lane against the defense of Community Christian's Andrew
Cude (42) cLiring the Lakers' Saturday night win at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Lilly scored 14 points, dished out six assists and snatched seven
steais.
Lakers, the loss of junior guard Shawn he's playing so well." Lane said. "He's
Thompson to an ankle injury in the first been running the floor, pushing in transiquarter cast a shadow over the evening.
tion. He just took a long pass, went up
Thompson had already scored six and rolled his ankle over. He's been
points and was nlaying as well as any playing big for us this year."
Laker when he went down after going up
Calloway never struggled Saturday,
for a layup in transition.
jumping out to a double-digit first-quarHe was helped off the floor and sat on ter lead and really distancing thetnselves
the end of the bench for the remainder of from CCA with a 25-2 second-quarter
the garne.
run.
The severity of the sprain wasn't
Blake Maness was the Lakers' priimmediately known, but Lane expects to mary producer off the bench, scoring
be without one of his most potent threats eight points.
for at least a week.
Landon Meadows led CCA with nine
"It definitely hurts us just because points.

Fields, Smatherman rescue Calloway
LADY LAKERS OUTLAST CCA FOR DISTRICT WIN

TOMMY DILLARD 'Ledger & 1.rnes
Calloway County guard Morgan Smotherman
launches a three-pointer over Community
Christian's Bonnie Durrett during Saturday
game
night's
at
Gymnasium.
Jeffrey
Smotherman scored 17 points and helped lift
the Lady Lakers to a 64-59 victory.

been enough to lift Calloway
over the scrappy Lady Warriors
By TOMMY DIU.ARD
on this particular night.
Sports Writer
Smotherman scored in douIn what was perhaps an indi- ble-figures for the second concation of how wide open this secutive genie, booking a careerFirst Region race is, Community high 17 points, going 3-for-5
Christian pushed Calloway from three-point range and
County to the brink Satuniay pulling down six rebounds.
night at Jeffrey Gynmasium.
The combination was enough
But the fact remains that no to carry Calloway to a 64-59 win
team in the region has any play- in their home opener and district
er to match Averee Fields.
opener.
And if Calloway coach Scott
"Averee was all over the
Sivills can get the same produc- floor, causing deflections and
tion he's gotten out of surprise steals and turning those into
junior Morgan Smodiennan over points, but Morgan made some
the past two games. the pair gigantic plays for us offensivecould be one of the top one-two ly," said Sivills, whose team
punches in the area.
improves to 3-1 on die season.
Fields notched just the sec"If it wasn't for her offensive
ond triple-double of her career. output, we probably lose the
both of which have come against game tonight. She gives us an
CCA, scoring 22 points. pulling extra weapon, somebody else
down 13 rebounds and snatching that can score."
Smotherrnan had a breakout
13 steals.
She also delivered for the game Thursday against Massac
Lady Lakers in the fourth quar- County (I11.) in the final game of
ter's most crucial moments, the Metropolis Tournament,
answering her coaches' call to scoring 12 points on four threetake the offense into her own pointers.
But her game was multihands.
After CCA chopped the lead dimensional on Saturday as she
down to four on two Bonnie scored off a pair of offensive
Durrett free duows, Fields drove rebounds and got a layup in tranin for a lead-extending layup. sition in addition to sinking three
then got to the charity stripe trifectas.
The Lady Lakers, who played
twice after the Lady Warriors cut
without guards Lauren Benson
the lead back to five.
"I know I need to take over, and Shauna Wicker. needed
and I've been waiting too late." every bit of her production.
Wicker and Benson both
said Fields. "I shouldn't wait
until the second half to do some- missed the game for schoolthing. We need to put teams related commitments. leaving
the Lady Laker bench shallower
away in the first half."
Fields alone wouldn't have
•See CCHS, 2B

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Wnter
Trailing 29-21 at halftime in
Saturday's matchup against
Henry County, Murray head
coach Rechelle Turner said she
challenged her team to come out
and play a little less tight and
less scared in the second half —
and they did exactly that.
Ending the game on a 39-16
run from the 4:30 mark of the
third quarter behind freshman
guard Janssen Starks• careerhigh 34 points, the Lady Tigers
took down the Lady Patriots 7357.
"I felt like we came out
maybe a little tight, and we were
rushing our shots a little bit,"
Turner said. "It took us a little
bit of time to get used to the
speed of Henry County, we
haven't piayed a team that fast
in a long time, but once we got
settled in we were OK."
The Lady Tigers got off to a
good start offensively with
sophomore forward Shelby
Crouch providing the first five
points for Murray High, but neither team could get a leg up on
the other during the first quarter,
with Henry County leading 1311 at the end of the first.
Henry County then opened
the second quarter with a 6-0 run
sparked by a layup, as the Lady
Tigers' shooting woes began.
Murray High's offensive struggles against the very fast Henry
County defense gave the Lady
Patriots several points in transition, as Henry County took an
eight point lead into halftime.
"At one point. think the goal
could have been as big as the
ocean and we couldn't have
thrown it in it," Turner said."We
were getting the shots that we
wanted, the two-foot shots and
the open threes. shots we normally knock down. and shots
that we did knock down in the
second half, we jpst couldn't hit
them. We were a little bit tight,
but we held strong and I felt like
we were in pretty good position
down only eight at the half."
The beginning of the second
half started very' similar to how
the first half ended, with Henry
County's speedy defense creating problems for the Lady
Tigers. Murray High battled
back to within three on an 11-6
run, before Henry County nailed
a three pointer to put the Lady
Patriot lead back to six.
The Lady Tigers then went
on another 11-6 run and a three
pointer from senior guard Erriily
Benson with 38 seconds left in
the third made the comeback
complete with Murray High taking a 46-45 lead, their first since
the 1:16 mark in the first quarter.
As Murray High's offensive
struggles vanished. the defensive intensity increased and the
L,ady 'Tigers became much more
active on the glass, something
Turner said was instrumental in
the comeback.
"You've got to make shots,"
Tumcr said. "Defense is important and defense wins championships, but you've got to make
the shots and I felt like the more
shots we made. the more our
defense picked up. We made
some adjustments defensively
and the kids reacted well to
those. but the thing I feel like
really spear-headed our run was
our rebounding."
Murray High held the Lady
Patriots to just 12 points during
the fourth ouarter compared to
their 24-point output, as Starks
went 8-for-8 from the free throw
line and hit two three pointers
during the final frame.
"(Starks) is a winner," Tumer
said. "She has won at every
level she has ever played at from
little league on up and that's the
mentality that she brings to our
team."
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PREP SWIMMING

Tigers run away with small-school meet
CALLOWAY BOYS,
GIRLS PLACE
SECOND AS LOCAL
SQUADS DOMINATE
By TOMMY DILLARD
Murray voa,h John Nand
OUI4 have been impressed with
his team's showing at Saturday 's
Murray Small Team Invitational
on any day..
But the fact that the meet
held-at the Murray State wellness center %vas his SqUatrs third
in six days made it all the more
ey.e-catching.
The Tigers dominated the
seven-school gathenng. taking
first place in 16 of 24 events.
The boys 2(X) freestyle relay
held the morning's top honors,
placing first with a titne of
1:43.17 iind breaking the school
record by three seconds.
Wand placed his top four
swimmers in the event. one they
don'i usually swim. But Connor
McKenna. Eb Weber, Daniel

Nto,c,. and Adam Miller mark
the hest tit the opportunity
"They were excited to swim
it." said Wand, whose team took
tirst place overall in both boys
and
girls
competitions.
"A henever we have a situation
with three meets in one week. I
try to shake things up a little bit
and this gave them the opportunity to show. how they've progressed in their 50 freestyle and
they did a nice job."
Calloway County followed
closely behind Murray. placing
second in both boys'and girls
standings, something coach Rob
Dennis said would never have
happened last season.
'To get second at a meet like
this just shows how far we've
come," he said. "Each meet
we•re swimming lower times
and getting better places.
The Lakers notched just one
individual first-place as Ricki
OR snatched top honors in the
50 freestyle with a time of 30.02
seconds, but Calloway was just
seconds off other firsts, something Dennis believes will come
with time.
Murray took troth 400

MARY'S KITCHEN
OPEN 24 HOURS • CLOSED ON TUESDAYS
1205 Stadium View Drive
641 N. past Walmart (next to car wash

270-759-2036
*Homemade Rolls & Buns
•Homemade Pies & Cakes
•Serving Plate Lunches Daily

Special Orders
'
41..
Available For 4.
The Holidays.'

We Will Be
Open
Christmas
Day!
Gift Certificates
Available

Spor,Lved by
Stuart Alexander
.
. •. • .
;1701753 4701

' HOME • AUTO • LIFE
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
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- „my DILLARD
Murray swimmer Connor McKenna grabs a breath while
swimming to victory In the boys 100 freestyle during
Saturday's Murray Small Team Invitational at the MSU
wellness center.
freestyle relays as the team ot
McGee. Weber. McKenna and
Miller won the boys race by
more than 30 seconds while the
girls squad of Megan Wilson,
Nicole McGee. Vic Verburg and
Lauren Enckson edged out the
Calloway squad by more than 20
seconds.
The Tigers also took first in
The girls 200 niedley relay.
Murray got a strong individual day from Weber, who took
first in the both the 100 butterfly
and 100 backstroke and dropped
two to three seconds off his personal best times in each.
McKenna took gold in both
of his events as well, winning
the 400 freestyle and the 50
freestyle.

Miller continued to swim
right at his best times in the 200
freestyle and 100 backstrokes
and also brought home firstplace finishes in both.
L.auren Erickson also took
two firsts in the 100 y.ard butterfly and 100 yard backstrokes
despite posting times that
weren't her best. She was coming off a Paducah Tilghman
meet in which she set team
records in the 200 IM and 50
freestyle.
Murray also got firsts from
Megan Wilson in the 200 yard
freestyle, Daniel McGee in the
200 yard IN1 and 500 freestyle,
Vic Verburg in the 500 freestyle
and Emmy Basiak in the 100
breaststroke.

Page 1B
MSU head coach Billy
Kennedy explained what happened to his team in the second
half and how they found a way
to prevail.
"Isacc looked like he was
out there by himself," Kennedy
said.
"He
made
some
turnovers, but we had guys
leaving the ball and putting
him in bad situations. Their
press bothered us."
"We hadn't been in a situation like that this season
against a pressing team,"
Kennedy added. "You knew
ETSU would make a run.
they've got a good team, but

DIABETIC
SHOE
CENTER
Do You Qualify
For Diabetic
Footzvear Benefits?
If you have Medicare
Part B and Supplemental
Insurance you may be
eligible for
DIABETIC SHOES
AT LITTLE OR
NO COST TO YOU.

fortunately we were able to
come through and get a win."
Ivan Aska pulled down a
career-high 14 rebounds in the
MSU win to go with 16 points
on 7-of-11 shooting, while
Danero Thomas added 12.
Isacc Miles had five of
MSU's 12 steals.
MSU outrebounded the
Bucs 39-29 and scored 20
points off of 20 ETSU
ttliTIOVeTS.

The Racers defense was
again very good as they held
Tommy Hubbard and Justin
Tubbs to a combined 14 points
when the two came in averaging 32.

From Page 16
than usual.
Fields played the entire game
and point guard Taylor Futrell
sat for mere seconds.
Calloway jumped out to a 175 advantage in the first quarter
but CCA roared back, sconng 12
unanswered points to end the
quarter in a 17-17 tie.
The Lady Warnors took control in the second and led by as
much as eight before a
Smotherman three cut the advantage to five at the half.
But Calloway quickly reestablished control in the second
half, going on a 21-5 run to build
a I2-point lead.
CCA inched their way back
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into the game again. however.
and cut the lead to four in the
fourth, but couldn't get any closer.
"This is the first time we'ye
seen a box-in-one defense this
year. so we're definitely. going to
have to work on our offense with
that," said Fields. "They just,
drove at us and hit their shots
and got and-ones. and we can't
allow that to happen...
Futrell joined Fields and
Smotherman in double digitS
with 13 points and Karlee
Wilsrin added eight points f5iir
Calloway.
Durrett led CCA with Z2
points while Carrie McMullep
scored 19 and Emily Caricr
added 12.

By MS1.1 Sports Information
Murray State has announced
that Wisconsin recruiting coordinator Randall McCray, former
Georgia Southern head coach
Chris Hatcher and East Carolina
offensive coordinator Steve

Shankweiler will interview for
the vacant head football coach
position at MSU this week.
'The position has been vacant
since Matt Griffin was relieved
of his duties Nov. 16.
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(270)437-FISH (3474)

yet-play 'rem 10:30 a.

TUESDAY
Pork Tersderlom • Ham Hocks
Hamburger Steak w/Mushroom Gravy
$EGETABLES:
Mashed Potatoes • White Beans • Pinto Beans
Green Beans • Sla% • Corn • Luna Beans
Ss,eet Potato Casserole • Cottage Cheese w/Fruit
Sugar Free Jell° Salad • Cornbread or Roll

Meatloaf•Chicken Fried Steak
Fried Chicken
VEGETABLES: Alw,hed Potatoes • White Beans.
Pinto Beans • Green Beans • Slas4 • Corn Turnip
Greens • Bab% Carrots • Fried OAra
Sugar Free Jello Salad • Cornbread or Roll

Slaw • Sugar Free Jello Salad
Cornbread or Roll

FRIDAY

Roast Beef•Bacon Wrapped Chicken Livers
Cabbage Roll
VEGETABLES:
Mashed Potatoes • White Beans • Pinto Beans
Green Beans• Green Peas • Corn
Box colt & Cheese Casserole • Baked Apples

Allfried or grilled - regular, ,ajun or lemon pepper
Add grilled onions & peppersfor 99e

while

Part -

SATURDAYS

Phar rn a
toordinatorThursdays
8:30am-4pm
friedications

Different Choice of Main Dish Each Week

patient-assisl

Turkey & Dressing •Pit Ham
Fried Chicken
VEGETABLES:
Mashed Potatoes • White Beans • Pinto Beans
Mae & Cheese • Green Reans• Corn
Slaw • Sweet Potato Cassseroie
Waldorf Salad • Sugar Free Jello Salad
-,,,,thread or Roll

1/2 Orders, Full Orders or All You Can Eat
• Catfish • Fiddlers • Ocean Boneless
• Talapia

Black

plea

ANGELS C

SUNDAY
THURSDAY

LOST:

?hest and
Oyes. Last si
'courthouse
Fall 606-392

BBQ Ribs •Smothered Pork Chops
Chicken Fried Chicken w/Milk Gravy
VEGETABLES:
Mashed Potatoes • White Beans • Pinto Bean
Green Beans • Black Eye NUT • Corn
Luna Beans • Turnip Greens • Slaw
Sugar Free Jello Salad • Cornbread or Roll

Starting at $6.99+tax

MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
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LOST: Black cat with
)mall whde spot on
?hest and big green
ayes. Last seen at the
'Courthouse 11/13/U9.
Fall 606-392-1405.
!MIL MON
'ANGELS Community
• Clinic:
1!art-time
Pharmaceutical
:toordinator- Monday: Thursdays
8 30am-4pm. to secure
Medications
from
patient-assistance programs. Related experiMail
ence a plus
Angels
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Clinic 1005 Poplar St.
liAurray. KY 42071 or
bring by Mon-Thur
8 . 3 0-am-4pm.
Deadline for resumes
ic Dec 30. 2009. Call
759-2223 for more
(nformation_
ASPLUNDH Tree Co.
Is seeking Foreman
with CDL. Also climber
trimmer bucket operators. 859-314-8113
13IG Apple Cafe
Kitchen Help Needed
Must have at least
three years experience
Apply in person, references required
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From:
The staff of the'
Murray Ledger
6r Times

We want to thank
all who was there for us
on that awful day
our house burned and all
that has been done for us
after the fire the prayers, cards, calls,
food, flowers and money.
We thank you and
We thank God
for our many wonderful friends
With our love
We thank you.
J.D and Ann Williams
-"MOW

Bntthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for the following
full-time position: Kentucky Medication
Aide VVe offer competitive wages and a,
excellent benefit package.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Bentor
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0EAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

CHAIR
POWER
S2.000. 293-5745.

I

Horne Furnishings

OAK dining room table
6 chairs, china cabinet, $1.000 15 cu ft
chest freezer $200 00
4270)873-2262

BAGs ie.

SALE' Twin mattress
sets. starting $149 95.
full sets $199.95.
furniture on sale,
Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd 753-1502

BLING

"AFFORDABLE"
s26 & Under
Designer Inspired
Handbag, &
Booth kbh
*New items added weekly*

'10

Trends &Treasures Mall
rOld Uncle Jeff's Building
•
•
•
•
•

Cum' Si 1.1 it Co %Wiwi
NI; RR k‘ • KY

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
Sports Equipmsr4

Apartments FOf Rent

MOTORCYCLE
helmets, Jackets boots
& saddlebags Jerry's
Sporting Goods
Mayfield

3BR. 2BA duplex in
Cambridge 2 CHA,
appliances $720/mo
with first and last
month
rent
References and lease
required No pets 731
446-6972. 731-53E5210

293-2487 Firewood

2BR duplex, w/appliances & carport. no
pets. Call 227-7411
2BR near MSU, applifurnished.
ances
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR. all appliances
including dw, w/d.
$475ime plus deposit
Available 12/07 27°759-5885 or
270-293-7005
4BR. C/H/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898

NI1 SS %GE

MC( 1 JIRI (H% NI R
SINT

i 199i

1NkS 1014 liEUR BUSINESS

Call Jill Stephens.or Ashley Morris
lat 753,1916
and. plac'e your ad today!

Must have Own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week defivery. Interested persons should

2BR dupiex, C/H/A.
various
locations.
Coleman RE. 7539898

Nit k

Phone (270)210-2533
(270)759-1565

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

4

‘s, 11 111

Ron Sallin- Local Agent

NEED EXTRA CASH? "
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Apartments For Rent

71 3-

Not age or health related

IMIYIEDIATE OPENING

IBR, price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE 7539898

Appliances

SUBSCRIBE

Terry haiscs,kures haws, Owner,

Ends December 31st
I have the All-In-One-Plans

Publish
Date:
Tuesday,
December
22
Deadline:
Friday,
December
18 at 5PM

come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger it Times
• 1001 Whitnell Ave.
•

Bntthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
LPN position. We also offer an excelleri
benefit package. Must be licensed in th,-,
State of Kentucky. Apply in person a!
Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street
Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

LADIES diamond ring,
brand new Half price
270-978-7381
270978-7382

(270) 753-1713

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Annual Enrollment Period

E•:-s

Wishing only the best
for our reaciers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

1-21 l

2711-

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

MEDICARE ADVANTAGE

jell

ji_j EDGER'a•AL

WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS.
AMPS & PEDALS
(270)339-4092

tiOS E South 12th SI

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Y0u are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare doca not pay $1.024 on Part A: $135 on
Part B Call me Mr more information

'TIME IS RUNNING OUT'

ANTIQUES, Call Larrv
753-3633
BUYING Old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value 2936999
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

WARD-ELKINS

Avoid inflahonary cost
Luck in price, single pas- or
payment plan

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT'

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Gateway desktop system. pentium dual core
processor. Vista. 2G.
300GHD 19" HD moni•
tor $175. 753-2804.
OADM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrac,es
759.3556

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Lou V. McGary
s Iiiur Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles,

FREE HELP IN I. LA1M FILING FOR filY CLEM'S

Cleaning
AGNES'S
Service. Residential.
Business.
Experienced.
references available Carl
for dstinnate Moored &
Bonded 556-4287.
NEED your house
cleaned/ We are the
one s to get it done
References and reasonable prices Will
clean & glaze in
Calloway Co Contact
Karen at 270-328-4033
or 270-356-2213 and
leave message

WE Cane Chairs
Shemwells Antiques
492-8308

- PREPLANNING ••••
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

INSURANCE

Y'OUR MUTING WILL
INCLUOR FULL COLORI
Call Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
at 753-1916 to place your Christmas
Greeting Ad today.

r ir orrice manager/bookkeeper
that
uses Ouickbooks as
our software We offer
flexible hours and have
seasonal busy times
Pay is based on experience and use of
qi.iickbooks Apply at
Rolling Hills Nursery or
call 293-5515 day

VACUUM cleaners,
late model. Rainbow,
Kirby & Electrc!...,x
Bags. belts & hoses
Jerry Sporting Goods.
Mayfield

BUSINESS 84 SERVICE DIRECTOR*

VVish all of your customers, patrons and friends
a Merry Christmas without buying the cards,
writing the notes, licking the envelopes, and
getting the stamps

DISCLAIMER

Calloway Garden
Essex Doss ns
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Prise
Murray. KY 42071
One and Tiati
Hetlioioni Apartinerti.
2710534556
ar
IUD 1400-545-11133
hit. 283
6
.
.
, Wpor1,11,
(q,,

l

EFFICIENCY
apartments for rent Some
utilities paid $230/mo
No pets 767-9(137
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom
with all appliances
including washer &
dryer Call (27017595885 or (270)2937085

I

Apartments For Rent

NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/HiA
Low utilities Quiet.
What you ve been
looking for $440
deposit. (270)978°913
NOW LEASING
1 2 3bedroom Apts
Ae accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view W/D.
refrigerator.
stove
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

340
Houses For riern
1 -BEDROOM, living,
dining•kitchen. deck.
stove. ref. wa/dry.
Redecorated Private,
near hospital. Parking
No pets. Depositilease.
$425/mo: 753-8585
2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109
2BR bock, appliances
furnished
No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308
2BR. stove & refrigerator, chs. w!cl hook-up,
C/H/A. $550/mo, 1 yr.
lease. 1 month deposit
No pets. 753-2259
270-527-8174.
3-BEDROom, 1 -bath
In town Ref stove
Dishwasher furnished
wrd hook-up
Cen-gas-heatec
Call 270-753-4000
3BR2BA Bnck in city,
quiet residential neighborhood, central heat
& air. kitchen stove.
W/Dtookup, big
fenced back yard
$850. Tel. 270-7671176.

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled. on
campus, c(H,A. W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696. 2934600

1 -BEDROOM house
$425
month
2
Bedroom house $525
month 270-978-7381
or 270-978-7382
NEAR MSU. 2BR,
1BA. CHA, all appliances $450. no pets.
ret
+deposit 753-1059

SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
from city limits Deposit
iS Lease No pets.
$395
753-6156

L

Stomp Rotas

I

A&F Warehousing
Near MSLI $20-50
753-7668

AD stirs to
III your needs
Loaned by
Froggy radio station
7'9G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
1 1 9 E Maln
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270' 293-4183
9 a m - 4 p.m M-F

: * * low :=,. *
11101LLINDAY
11 * SOLUTION! * i
I

11 $4
i*

Give a gift subscription to the
,
* i

LEDGER &TIMES *:'

Home Delivery
3 inn.
6 mo....---455.00
1 yr.----UMW

Rest of KV/TN
I NI,1. A HOC hen.
3 mo......-

..$70_SO

Local Nlail
3 mo.
6
I yr.

$3.5.00
......I•63.00
$110.00

MI Ckher Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00

I yr.-...-.-$120.00
L'heck
Name

LARGE 2BR, 2 full
baths. all appliances.
C/H/A. lawn service
227-5173

LARGE 28R1BA
city, lust remodeled.
new heating & A/C.
W/D hook-up. stove,
fridge. big yard. no
pets, rent $450 plus
utilities, annual lease
Tel 270-767-1176

!Honey Order

Visa

MI('

_

I St. Address
I
City
State

Zip__

I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with pn'yment to:

•

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

1

4B • Monday, I)ecember 14. 2009

CLASSIFIEDS
SIMON

'eelRemit

Memos For Sea
NEW 2,100sq.ft 2BR
2BA. 2 car garage
county gasiwater nea
Murray, hilltop acre
$144 000 270-519
8570

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSE
1E150 St Rt 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
.

fk„(

Balms Mem in

fkr,

‘11(11 N I )1( ‘t .1

,

2931M711
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner 4121 S. & Glesdale.
MAIO $25 10115
12701 436-252A
(270) 293-6996
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
*We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

RENOVATED 4BR,
1 BA home near hospital Beautiful hardwoocVtile floors. sunroom, basement, appliances. new C/H/A,
2,200 sq.ft. $8,000 first
time home buyer
rebate 270-761-1317
GET'THIS IXI

PJ)FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

HOUSE FOR SALE

New 1.800 square foot home in great location
off 641 North wit" easy access to Murray and
Benton. 3 bedrooms, 2-1?'2 baths, 2 car garage,
city water, Jacuzzi tub, appliances, paved dnve.
central
Pnced to sell $139,500
Call (270)293-6222

BRITTANY
Spanie
puppies For more info
753-6319.
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858

4-PLEX 281 Native
Circle. Benton. $1,760
gross monthly rent.
Must sell $180,000
obo. 978-1644.
Murray Ledger ai Tim. Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real eqate adsernsed herein
w subject to the Federal Fair
Infusing Act. which makes it
illegal to advernse any prefer.
enof Imitation or discrtminatinn basw) on race, color. reit
gion. wo. handwap, tamale, statu, nanonal
intentton to male any such preferences. limitanons chscn mina.
bon

State law• forbid de.-nmtnat,on
in the -.ale. rental or advertistng
ol n•al e‘tatt bawd
tacto. m
1dd ition to those protected
under federal law

We will knowingly accept anv
advertning tor rear estate which
n. not in tolatton of the law. All
rsons a, hereby intormed
that all dwellings advernsed are
aflable on an Nual °prom,
nin bast.

_.111751111_
MUM
Used Can

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
oandmotorsales co
270-753-4461
2902 Honda Civic.
app.-100,000 miles
4-door automatic
w/CD, tilt, cruise, factory sitver paint, electric windows and mirrors, Great gas
mileage. Excellent
condition. 1-owner.
293-3215
01 Taurus, 82k,
$2,900. 293-7675

For further.] asn,tance with Fair
Fittu•tng Ad,ertt,
ing requiremtnt,, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam,17031648-1000

Homo For Sale
2007 Calumet Way
4BR, 3.5BA, see it
online at:
2007calumenvaycom.
762-0106
2BR, 2BA
2-car
garage, bnck. excellent
condition & neighborhood 1402 Cardniai
Dr., Murray_ Reduced
$120,000 obo 9781644
3BR. IBA investment
rental
house. 713
Sycamore.
Murray
$550 gross monthly
rent $60.090 obo.
978-1644.

1987 (Dodge Dokota
6cyl. automatic. new
tires, runs good.
Perfect work truck,
Clear title. Sell or
trade. $900 obo. 270978-9034.

1977 Dodge class C
motor home, runs
great. 270-978-3022.

I

Mint

guaranteci
.
1

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
3BR. 25BA. bnck, AFFORDABLE
2,800+ sq ft.. 5 years Carpentry
old, 5 acres Lynn *Remodeling
*Screened Porches
Grove area 435-4687
*Garages
HOUSE.
8-acres. *Water & Termite
recently remodeled, Damage
kitchen with new cabi- •Decks
nets, counter tops. *Home/ Mobile Horna
appliances, walk-out Repair
basement, barn w/pas- 4365517
tura Close to town
436-2867 Lamb's
and only I5min from Professional
Tree
Kentucky
Lake. Service Complete
tree
from
Reduced
removal gutter
$199,000 to $169.900
cleaning, hauling, etc
I 270-293-7252 for Insured
Emergency
additional information_
293-1118

Wazinstan, sometimes on the
Pakistani side of the border,
sometimes on the Afghan side ot
the border."
Jones did not conurient on the
intelligence behind that estiMate, nor did he cite a time penod or describe more specifically
bin Laden's apparent border
crossings.
Gates told ABC's "This
Week' that 'we don't know for a
fact where Osamu bin 1-aden is,'
although he agreed that his likely location is North Waziristan.
That's part of the loosely governed Federally Administered
Tribal Areas of northwest
Pakistan where the border with
Afghanistan ts largely unrecognized and unmarked. There is
little Pakistani government or
military control in this remote
region, and militants affiliated
with al-Qaida can move freely
across
the
frontier
Into
Afghanistan.
The U.S. has targeted North
Waziristan and other. areas on
the Pakistan side of the border
with drone-launched missile
strikes, killing substantial numbers of militants as well as
Pakistani
civilians.
The

gil.111 army has undertaken
an offensive against Taliban militants in South Wazinstan but
has not expanded the effort into
North Waziristan.
Obama administration officials have often asserted, as did
the Bush administration. that
they believe bin Laden is tieing
sheltered on the Pakistani side ot
thc border. along with other senior al-Qaida leaders But Jones
broke new ground by saying
publicly that the al-Qaida chief
may at times have slipped back
into Afghanistan.
Sen. John McCain. R-Anz..
made a somewhat similar, if less
spectfic, remark Sunday about
bin Laden's movements He told
NBC's "Meet the Press" that
knowledgeable people have told
him that bin Laden "moves back
anti forth."
Two Afghan provinces In the
country's northeast held particular attraction for bin Laden in
the 1990s: Kunar and Nuristan.
The towenng mountains there
hid bin Laden training camps
that date back to the Soviet
occupation of Afghanistan in the
1980s.

lamenes War
sense about what is going to
happen. whether it is a phone
call anci who is calling or a premonition. Listen to your inner
voice. Try to detach from a difficult or volatile situation. Tonight:
Be spontaneous.
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Know when things aren't
working out as you might like.
Perhaps the most effective
action is to do nothing. You might
be Gurprisad by iehat could
evolve if you let go. Be cautious
with a financial hunch. Tonight:
Get plenty of R and R.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Zero in on what you
want. Let those close to you
know how very important they
are to you. A meeting could
break out into a full party if it's
scheduled at the end of the day
Everyone is in a convivial mood.
Tonight: With people.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A must appearance
might be inevitable, but it will
brilig positive results if you follow
your instincts, Use caution with
someone you meet nght now.
This person might not be all he
or she seems. Let time play out.
Tonight: Coulci be a late night.

•••

1

•

*JAW:Lull

concern is that the Taliban. tt
permitted to regain power in
Kabul, could facilitate a return
of al-Qaida's leadership.
The failed hunt for bin Laden
has been one of the signature
frustrations of the global war on
terrorism that forrner President
George W. Bush launched after
the Sept. I I attacks. When U.S.
forces ousted the Taliban regime
in late 2001, bin Laden fled into
Pakistan from his mountain
redoubt. Despite being isolated.
bin Laden has managed to periodically issue audio messages.
The main explanation given
by both the Bush and Obama
administrations for not gerting
bin Laden is that they simply
don't know where he is.
"If we did, we'd go get him,'
Gates said Sunday.
Jones, a retired Marine general. stressed the urgency of targeting bin Laden and spoke of a
renewed campaign to capture or
kill him.
Asked on CNN's "State of the
Union" whether the administration has reliable intelligence on
bin Laden's whereabouts, Jones
replied, "The best estimate is
that he is sornewhere in North

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
***** News from a distance
puts a smile or. your face. Your
creativity continues to flow in an
FUTRELL'S Tree
unprecedented manner Your
Service
Trimming, remove! style draws many people out.
stump grinding roe - Spontaneity plays a big role in BORN TODAY
wood. Insured 489- events. Tonight: Try something Oil magnate J. Paul Getty
(1892). actor Don Johnson
2839.
new.
(1949), comedian Tim Conway
If \11 ,,
,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Togetherness contin- (1933)
N ssi1(.1 \11 \
ues to be a theme. Someone
JaCquellno Blgar Is on the
• weekly & special pickups close makes an overture that
Internet et vvvvw.lacquellnablcomes
from
the
heart,
• local') ownecUoperated
gsr.corn.
759-1151 • 293-2783 Communication can and proba- (c) 2009 by King Features
bly
will
accelerate.
are
You
full
of
293-2784
energy, and no matter which way Syndicate Inc
you
turn,
you
get a lot done.
11.1miltim (.1.rnite
Tonight Quiet dinner, quiet talk.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
33ot st. nt 121N. ***** Defer to others who
have strong opinions and a cer7.5.3;8087
tain desire to proceed in a set
way. Let information come forward. You are full of ideas. especially when dealing with a child
00T LEAVES?
or loved one. Tonight: Make
calls; retum e-mails.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your efforts pays off,
Leaf
though spending could go to
Vacuum
excess. Add caring and nurturing
Service
to your daily environment, wherCurbstde or compdete
ever you work. If working at
taC
.P, Will 114,11
it
It:. PI cid ,
clean-upsi
IfirlricA,
home, pertiaps you might want
753-5726
to let in the household pet.
ML GARAGE DOOR Tonight: Curb wild overINSTALLATION, repair indulging.
& maintenance on LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
doors & operators. ***** You have answers
Residential & commer- when others do not. Let your
cial. Locally owned & ingenuity emerge, whether it is in
operated 293-2357. your personal or professional
life. Emphasize new ideas,
435-4049.
warmer relationships and/or pos0.BRYAN TREE
sibly a child. Tonight: Let your
hair down.
& DEBRIS
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** If you can, work from
home. You could accomplish a
lot if you manage to create a
comfortable
environment.
270-703-1021
Question more about basics.
270- 03-4005
Listen tc your inner voice, and
Johhny 0 Bryan
REGISTER014-1,ME AT WW14141UNWALKIkit'itRAKORG
refuse to suppress strong feelings. Tonight: Close to home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
,N1:41111:(13M
dust)
***** Communication could
Agr
_ _Ruth Jitt
Address
Pool Tabie Guy.
Cit)be overwhelming and tinng. How
State
Zip
20 Years Expenence
Mimic
Email
you say what you think makes all
Malr
Fem.&
Pool Tabies
Sold
the difference in the response
Serviced and
0 NailY MC Of halal
ed
Rozistnition
,1%,iiIabic
on linc
you get. Of course, this fact is no
731-819-4655
surprise to you. A male and/or
Adult Shirt Si:c XS
S
M_
I.
Xt
assertive friend has a lot to say.
%or‘ One t sato r rurtktruril sihni,oittrftod0.101460,
or call 270.762 1800 or 270.762 1908
You will listen Tonight. Where
It rszttmg*Co
Run CI Run
SI, M. alk
Os Ot) Cr udcnt bec No Shirt ri‘
the action is.
Jo*,
I '1. %MOSS *lip
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
ikense4.1.conteacdro.
'Amer
1\
i
R
(and or suaniun of its named !virile)in sismasleration
** Readiust your budget. as
ot Ins',inn. in this esrni.do tors r
Fteel EctimalCs
awk Any and all k LIM,for mywIl and
heirs against offariala, sponsors And koluntkres of
you might have bought some of
Hnistiv Hiiiipse Run Walk. In,
allies,
iv
infUry N'Ilk111113) re.illt
t
imilret th' from mk partitipat tem I 1u/rho...Lel' Thal
i(/ I
your holiday gifts already You
srn in
pans'pat- lel ihi.e,ent .mislit ion. I aid-es that I ss not parthapatr ssith mIkrhlarks.skatchouis proper hhessal .nislition 1,,
could find that money simply
animals. anythm
rac c.Ordln.110r ikon.;ring,roils to ink wItor other !sink'pints also br,lv..; pernaisslian for
the use of My nAIM: and or pa(t ifre
floats through your hands A
Simmon's Handyman
heisaskast. icks ast ot all :4 her [mash, as,00ni c4 this ess nt I ss alms
Atom rikturc and luta: to be iiies1 in puhloyations as •
boss
makes
unusual demands If
& Carpentry Service
ill this race
you work for yourself. you could
Over 25 years, Cali
be pushing yourself hard.
Signature
Don. Murray area.
nate
Tonight: A must appearance.
519-8570
Signatury
Ponmt
Guardin
°thinner
is
under
18)
YEARRY'S
Tree SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Service. Free esti- 21)
pareni w legal guanikan must wirn for all paraeipants under the ape .4 I% 1
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
mates. Phone 436- ***** Your caring side
cOuN"v “Oi•iTat
comes forward. You have a sixth
2562. 227-0267
I

753-1816 2274611

US says bin Laden sometimes slips into Afghanistan

1(270)227-0587
WASHINGTON (AP)- AlAll Carpentry Cana
New homes Additions Qaida leader Osama bin Laden
Remodel Sagging & may periodically slip back into
Rotten tioors, Vinyl Afghanistan from hts remote
Siding
Decks hideout in neighbonng Pakistan,
Roofing. Mobile Home a senior White House official
Repair
says, adding a new twist to the
753-235Li
mystery of the elusive terrorist's
Larry Nimmo
whereabouts.
Licensed & Insured
President Barack Obama's
Hill Electric national security. adviser, James
Since 1986
Jones, said bin Laden. believed
24 noun sunfica
hiding mainly in a rugged area
Res., COITI & Ind
of western Pakistan. may be
Licensed & insured
spending
some
time
in
• johs or sina!!
Atghanistan, where he was
753-9562
based while plotting the Sept I I
270-978-5655
attacks on the United States.
270-759-9295
But Obama's Pentagon chief.
Deer Accident, etc
Robert Gates, said the U.S. has
CO Boggess Body lacked
good intelligence on bin
Shop
Whets your insurance Laden for a long time-"I think
agents go Since 1970 it has been years"- and did not
confimi that he'd slipped into
Afghanistan.
BRUSH &
Jones and Gates spoke
HAMMER
Sunday on separate I'V inter• Painting • Fix-it's
view shows as part of an administration effort to explain and
• Repairs • Decks
defend Obania's new Afghan
pressure washed
war strategy. which Gates said
& stained
includes a focus on preventing
(270) 436-2228 al-Qaida from again gaining a
foothold inside Afghanistan. A
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Cleac Herescow
ne
out garages, gutters,
,J k & tree work.
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Ak ins C onstruc
lltesday, Dec. 15, 2009:
This year, you often go for
exactly what you want. Your
ability to sense how situations
are likely to fall could define
your success. You discover the
2/0-70J-2016
•
need for others to give you feedAPPLIANCE REPAiR
back. Often. you are inspired by
SERVICE & PARTS those araund you. Don't let on
(270) 293-8726 OR how much you pick up off of
7CQ-5514
others. They could become
Chuck Van Buren
uptight. If you are single, you
DRYWALL repair & could meet someone out of the
painting. Free esti- blue.
This person might seem
mates. 270-873-9916.
larger than life. and he or she
BARRY JAMES
probably cannot meet that
ELECTRONICS
demand. If you are attached, the
two of you need to share more.
Try being more vulnerable.
AQUARIUS has many. ideas.
(270)227-9212
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynarnic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

•

tAAli
LAWN SERVICE
&Aiming, hunkering,
Itareimapina

Murray Ledger & I Ours

Clli,t0/1

